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Preface

This dissertation analyzes several policy options that could help increase border security by
reducing militant actions from safe havens in foreign territory. In particular, this dissertation
focuses on a particularly section of the Turkish-Iraqi border that is difficult to protect. The main
threat along the border is militant infiltrations and militant attacks on border security outposts.
Policy options considered are relocating outposts, additional soldiers, unattended ground sensors
and foreign border guards that provide early warning of militant movements. A simulation
model is developed to evaluate the effects of these options. Infiltrators and border guards are
assigned simple behavior rules. Outcomes are collected from their interaction on a virtual
segment of the border. The results are analyzed to find the least costly way of increasing the
percentage of militant infiltration attempts interdicted and decreasing soldier casualties in
outposts.
This dissertation will be useful to policy makers who need to implement cost-effective
policies to control land borders. The agent-based modeling and simulation methodology
presented in this dissertation will be of interest to researchers interested in innovative approaches
to policy problems.
The dissertation was written as a degree completion requirement for the Pardee RAND
Graduate School. RAND Arroyo Research Center provided generous funding for the
dissertation.
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Abstract

This dissertation addresses the problem of militant infiltrations and militant attacks against
border security outposts along the Turkish-Iraqi border. Attacks on border outposts have caused
hundreds of soldier casualties in the past two decades. In the mountainous terrain, timely
detection and interception of militants is difficult. Current locations of border security outposts
make them vulnerable to militant fire from higher ground. Potential policy options to prevent
infiltrations and reduce soldier casualties include moving the outposts to less vulnerable
locations, increasing the number of soldiers, using unattended ground sensors along the border
and using foreign border guards for early detection of militants.
An agent-based simulation model of militants, soldiers, sensors and foreign border guards is
developed in order to evaluate these policy alternatives. The simulation model allows the agents
to interact inside a virtual representation of a 9.3 km by 7 km segment of the Turkish-Iraqi
border. A Java based simulation tool was developed to implement the model. A genetic
algorithm was used to find the outpost locations that minimize soldier casualties. Each policy
option was tested against replications of two types of militant missions. The first one is the
infiltration mission in which militants avoid all known soldier locations and try to reach behind
the outposts. The second is an attack mission in which militants approach the target outpost by
minimizing their risk of detection and inflict as many casualties as possible. The percentage of
infiltration attempts from militant infiltration missions and soldier casualties in outposts from
militant attack missions are collected to compare the benefits from policy options. The cost of
implementing each policy option is then used to make an incremental cost-benefit comparison.

xv

Results suggest that increasing the number of soldiers per outpost by 40 and using unattended
ground sensors is the preferable policy option due to the relatively low cost, the increase in
probability of militant interdiction, and reduction in soldier outpost casualties. If the cost of
constructing foreign border outposts and training are met by Iraq, cross border cooperation is the
better policy option.

xvi

Summary

This dissertation evaluates policy options to increase the security along the Turkish-Iraqi
border from the Turkish government’s perspective. The main security threat along the border
comes from infiltrations and attacks of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), a terrorist
organization that aims to establish control over Kurdish populated parts of Turkey, Iraq, Syria
and Iran. Two of the biggest threats from the PKK are its militants’ infiltration into Turkish
territory and its attacks on border security outposts along the Turkish side of the Turkish-Iraqi
border. Since 1984, the PKK has launched attacks against Turkish outposts on the Iraqi border
from its bases in northern Iraq, causing hundreds of soldier casualties. Many of the outposts were
constructed on the valley floors in order to stop smugglers. However, this location increases
their vulnerability to attacks from higher ground. Militants are able to exploit this weakness to
increase the lethality of their assaults. The mountainous terrain in the Turkish-Iraqi border region
makes monitoring the area surrounding the outposts difficult, enabling militants to approach
outposts before starting their attack. The ruggedness of the border area also makes infiltration
significantly easier as the soldiers’ field of view is usually obstructed.
To determine how Turkish political and military policy makers may better respond to this
threat, this dissertation answers four related research questions:





Is it possible to find better locations for outposts so as to minimize soldier casualties?
Can sensor networks be helpful to decrease soldier casualties and help intercept
infiltrators?
Is there a benefit to sharing information from border security personnel on the other
side of the border?
What is the most cost-effective approach among the policies considered?

xvii

The dissertation uses an agent-based simulation modeling approach to evaluate different
policy options to reduce militant infiltrations and soldier casualties when militants attack these
outposts. In an agent-based model, entities are given simple behavior rules and interact with
each other in a context characteristic of the real world. The model provides digital
representations of the border terrain, soldiers, militants, sensors and foreign border guards. The
model simulates infiltrations through Turkish territory and militant attacks on outposts. The
actions of soldiers protecting the outposts are captured along with both sensors and foreign
border guards that provide early warning of militant movements. The model is implemented with
a Java based simulation tool and a genetic algorithm pseudo optimizer.
An initial baseline case representing the current border security policies is used for
establishing a means for comparison. Nine policy options are evaluated with the simulation
model to answer the research questions. The first policy option has the same resources as the
baseline case, but the outpost locations are allowed to change in order to minimize Turkish
soldier casualties. The other policy options assume that the outposts remain located at their
current positions and use unattended ground sensors or receive intelligence on militant
movements from foreign border guards. With each of these, we also examine excursions with
increasing the number of ambush teams.
Each policy option is evaluated using the rate of interdiction of militant teams during militant
infiltration missions and the number of soldier casualties occurring in the outposts during
militant attack missions. In infiltration missions, evasive behavior is implemented to avoid all
known soldier locations and areas with higher risk of ambush presence. Militants behave
aggressively during attack missions and try to approach the target outpost as much as they can
before launching their attack in order to inflict the maximum amount of casualties.

xviii

Relocating outposts provides the best results in terms of reducing soldier casualties for
outposts that can be situated with better visibility in the vicinity of the outpost. Moving outpost
to higher ground where the defenders have the terrain advantage also helps reduce the
vulnerability to attack.
Results show that the impact of only adding more ambush teams to the current outpost
locations is limited with respect to interdicting infiltrating militant teams. These policy options
bring only a modest decrease from the baseline case in the average soldier casualties in the
outposts. The border area is large and without early warning on the movements of militants
ambush teams cannot be as effective as they could be in intercepting militant teams before they
infiltrate the border or reach outposts. For outposts that are closer to the border, the impact of
adding ambush teams is limited because militants reach these outposts before ambush teams can
intervene.
Adding unattended ground sensors result in higher rates of interdiction of infiltrators and
fewer casualties, particularly when additional ambush teams are added. The early warning
provided by the unattended ground sensors increase the benefits of having more ambush teams,
as these teams can be sent more rapidly to prevent militant attacks. The effect of the sensor
options is limited when an outpost is very close to the border.
Foreign border guards provide the best results at all soldier levels. They have two advantages
over unattended ground sensors. They provide earlier warning and they provide timely updates to
the soldiers on militant movements.
While the benefits alone of some options may be attractive to some decision makers, it is also
important to consider the costs of the option, particularly when budgets are fiscally constrained .
To accomplish this, the costs of each option are estimated and then a cost-benefit analysis is

xix

performed. The unattended ground sensors are the lowest cost policy options. The foreign border
guard options are particularly high cost to the Turkish side due to additional costs of constructing
border outposts and training and equipping foreign border guards. Weighing the costs and
benefits of each option, we found that using unattended ground sensors with an additional
ambush team per outpost has the lowest incremental cost per soldier casualty averted and
greatest percentage increase in the probability of intercepting militants. The highest cost for the
same amount of benefit is the foreign border guards option, assuming that Turkey will bear the
cost of building the outposts and training Iraqi border guards. However, if the Iraqi side meets
the costs of building border outposts and providing personnel and material, the foreign border
guard option yields the greatest benefits for the smallest cost to the Turkish government.
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1. Introduction

The policy objective of this dissertation is to examine ways to improve border security
between Turkey and Iraq. The main security risks along this border are PKK1 militant infiltration
into Turkish territory from safe havens in northern Iraq and their attacks on Turkish border
outposts. The dissertation evaluates three major policy options: 1) Better placement of Turkish
Military outposts, 2) use of sensor networks for intelligence gathering on militant movements
and 3) cross border information sharing. The goal of these options is two-fold. First, we wish to
increase the probability of successful interdiction of militants before they can penetrate beyond
the outposts. The second goal is to reduce Turkish soldier casualties. Better outpost locations can
reduce border security forces’ casualties by reducing the vulnerability of outposts. Additional
security measures can give more time to Turkish security personnel to interdict militants before
they can approach and attack outposts or before they can get past border security outposts
undetected.
The policy objective is accomplished by answering four research questions. First, is it
possible to find better locations for platoon outposts so as to minimize soldier casualties? Most
border security outposts along the Turkish-Iraqi border were constructed on the bottom of
valleys to cut off routes taken by smugglers (Pamukoğlu, 2006; Kışlalı, 1996)2. However, this
placement leaves the outposts vulnerable to attack from higher ground in the vicinity of the

1

Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) was founded in 1978 with the goal of establishing a Kurdish state on the Kurdish
populated areas of Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria.
2

According to Kışlalı’s interview with Gen. Eşref Bitlis who was the commander of Gendarmerie forces between
1990 and 1993, border outposts were constructed to stop smugglers. They were purposefully built on valley floors
where movement is easier to cut infiltration routes, making them vulnerable to attacks from higher ground.

1

outpost. Examining alternative locations for outposts may reveal terrain that is more dominant3
and can reduce the dead space4 around outposts.
Secondly, to what degree can sensor networks be helpful to decrease soldier casualties and
help intercept infiltrators? This question examines the benefits that might be gained by
employing unattended ground sensors near the border for earlier detection of infiltration
attempts.
Third, is there a benefit to sharing information from border security personnel on the Iraqi
side of the border? Information sharing between security personnel on both sides of the border
can give the Turkish border security guards more time to react to border incursions and to
intervene.
Finally, what are the most cost-effective policy alternatives? Cost for each option is
calculated. A ranked list of the most cost effective policy options is then provided. At the
conclusion of this dissertation, arguments are provided, supported by the analysis of these
research questions for improving Turkish border security.
Motivation
Between 1984 and 2012, 6,946 Turkish security personnel and 5,719 Turkish civilians were
killed in PKK attacks (Şener, 2010; Turkish Ministry of Interior, Gendarmerie Command 2012
Activity Report). Figure 1.1 summarizes security personnel and civilian deaths over the years.

3

Dominant terrain is the summit regions that allow units to influence operations on lower terrain (U.S. Army, Army
Tactics Techniques Procedures 3-21.50).
4

Dead space is “any fold or depression in the ground that prevents a target from being engaged from a fixed
position (U.S. Army, FM 3-21.8).”

2

Figure 1.1. Soldier and civilian deaths in PKK attacks between 2000 and 2012

The fast increase in soldier deaths in 2004 is due to the PKK’s decision on June 1st 2004 to
end the ceasefire it had declared in February 2000 (Çağaptay, Köknar, 2004). The ceasefire
proceeded from Turkey’s capture of PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan in February 1999, and
Öcalan’s order in December 1999 to his militant force to retreat back to northern Iraq (Bal,
Özkan, 2006).
The totals summarized in Figure 1.1 account for all deaths from PKK related incidents. These
casualties include PKK attacks against outposts, soldier casualties during military operations
against PKK hideouts inside and outside Turkey, remotely detonated mine attacks and PKK
bombings and suicide bombings. This dissertation focuses on soldier deaths inside outposts due
to PKK attacks. Figure 1.2 summarizes soldier deaths in PKK attacks between 2000 and 2012.
After the ceasefire, attacks on outpost did not occur until 2007.

3

Figure 1.2. Soldier deaths in PKK attacks against Turkish outposts between 2007 and 2012

Source: Yayman (2012) Hürriyet (a), 2011.

During this time, 17 PKK attacks on Turkish outposts caused at least 117 soldier deaths. Of these
attacks, 7 (41%) were located in two provinces that border northern Iraq, Şırnak and Hakkari5.
These attacks accounted for 61 deaths or 52% of the overall total. The PKK’s main bases are
located just opposite these provinces in northern Iraq. Figure 1.3 presents the Turkish-Iraqi
border and the two provinces, Şırnak and Hakkari, where PKK attacks are concentrated. Figure
1.3 also depicts the rugged terrain of this region. Whiter regions in the map represent higher
elevations and darker regions represent lower elevations. The maximum height in this region is
4,078 meters above sea level and the minimum height is 179 meters above sea level.

5

Calculated from the data reported in Yayman (2012) which gives a list of PKK outpost attacks and a research by
Doğan News Agency on the outpost attacks that resulted in a high number of soldier casualties, Hürriyet (a), 2011.

4

Figure 1.3. Turkish - Iraqi Border region elevation map

The Turkish-Iraqi border passes through many valleys that facilitate infiltration and attacks
by militants. Most attacks have a similar pattern. During the night, PKK militant groups with
numbers from tens to a few hundred gather around the target outpost from different directions.
Having studied the location of the outpost and positions that protect the outpost, militants choose
firing locations to inflict the maximum number of casualties. The ensuing firefight might last a
few hours until dawn light improves visibility conditions or until militants disengage to retreat
back to Iraq. Securing the mostly mountainous border (383 kilometers long) has made defending
the border difficult.
As a case study, the region inside the small green rectangle shown in Figure 1.3 is the area of
focus in this dissertation. This area was selected because it is an ideal place to test vulnerabilities
of three outposts within a relatively small area (9 km wide) and assess the impact of different
policy options on the security of both the specific outposts and the border generally The area was
targeted by the PKK in an attack on October 19th 2011. The PKK militants crossed the border at
night, approached the military bases inside the green rectangle and other security buildings in
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Çukurca, a small town outside and west of the green rectangle. The attack caused 27 soldier
deaths, the biggest number of casualties since the PKK attack that caused the deaths of 33
soldiers in 1993.
Organization of this Paper
There are many contemporary examples and historical studies of militant infiltration
problems along borders. Several studies research the effectiveness of different border security
systems. The next chapter summarizes the relevant literature on border security. Other countries
that have had similar challenges, the methods they used to improve security and the success or
failure of these efforts are examined. Additional details on Turkey’s efforts to improve security
along the Iraqi border are also given. Chapter 3 discusses methodologies that have been
developed to analyze and evaluate border security systems. Several models with varying
capabilities to characterize border security details have been developed. This dissertation adds to
the body of knowledge to better represent border security interactions, particularly the decision
processes of the militants and the defenders. The chapter ends with an explanation of the border
security simulation model developed for this dissertation and the details of the options under
consideration. Chapter 4 summarizes the extensive simulation results evaluating the
effectiveness of policy alternatives for the Çukurca case study. Policy alternatives in terms of
reduction in casualties and successful infiltrations are analyzed. Chapter 5 derives the costs of
all the alternatives and performs cost-benefit analysis to determine the preferred policy options.
The last section lists the policy recommendations and potential extensions to the study.
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2. Case Studies: Border Security Challenges and Solutions

This chapter describes the prior research performed on border security. Case studies from
three historical and four contemporary border security challenges are examined including the
attempted solutions and assessments of their effectiveness. The chapter then provides a more
thorough explanation of the Turkish-Iraqi border security problem and the justification for the
selection of security options that are analyzed in this study.

Border security challenges and solutions
This section presents case studies of the militant infiltration problem and the cost and
effectiveness of solutions implemented. Six cases that represent different levels of militant
threats are analyzed before the Turkish-Iraqi border case is considered. The six cases are:







People’s Army of North Vietnam (PAVN) Infiltration in South Vietnam
French Algeria borders
Cordon Sanitaire in Rhodesia
India’s borders with Bangladesh and Pakistan
Israel Separation Barrier (Israel Security Fence)
Iraq’s borders

PAVN Infiltration in South Vietnam
During the Vietnam War, Communist forces in South Vietnam (Viet Cong) and People’s
Army of (North) Vietnam (PAVN) forces operating in South Vietnam needed supplies and
reinforcements from the North. PAVN opened many trails to allow passage of trucks and
personnel who moved on foot and pushed bicycles to bring supplies from Laos and Cambodia
into South Vietnam. This system of truck and personnel paths was named the Ho Chi Minh Trail
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by American forces, after the North Vietnamese president. Although the U.S. efforts to prevent
PAVN infiltration along the Ho Chi Minh trail into South Vietnam were ultimately unsuccessful,
a sensor based security system helped defeat PAVN in some important battles and avoid
increased losses for American forces.
American and South Vietnamese forces had to secure a 900 miles border against PAVN
infiltration (Sturdevant 1964) as shown in Figure 2.1. C.V. Sturdevant, a former RAND
researcher who worked on the border security problem during the Vietnam War for the U.S.
Department of Defense, noted that PAVN infiltrations were well diffused over time and
geography, amounted to less than 10,000 persons annually (in 1962), did not include large
amounts of logistics or material, and originated almost entirely in North Vietnam.
Sturdevant proposed the use of one of two border protection approaches: the barrier and the
sieve methods. In the former, the border is sealed off physically by a continuous barrier and
patrolled intensely. The barrier might include fences, walls, mines, moats and other types of
physical, biological, or chemical barriers and must be manned and patrolled properly. In the
sieve concept, small units randomly patrol near the border in an attempt to deny logistical
support to infiltrators and to detect, ambush, and destroy small groups of infiltrations. Larger
groups of violators would require reinforcements. Existing outposts are used and new ones are
built. Sturdevant suggested that the barrier system is preferred over the sieve system if personnel
and material resources permit.
Based on his sample of countries, J.M. Carrier6 (cited in Sturdevant 1964) argued that under
peaceful circumstances the number of soldiers per mile of the Vietnam border should be at least
14, “regardless of the land border, which varies in the sample from 300 to 2,200 miles

6

J.M. Carrier does not provide any details on his sample such as the sample size or sources he used.
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(Sturdevant, 1964).” Under conditions of insurgency, border protection requires higher numbers.
He recommended a maximum of 100,000 border guards for the 900 mile border of South
Vietnam, or 111 soldiers per mile. At a minimum, 13,000 soldiers are necessary, presumably
under peaceful conditions.

Figure 2.1. PAVN infiltration routes and war zones into South Vietnam.

Source: Sturdevant, 1964

The solution proposed by a group of scientists working for the Department of Defense to
prevent PAVN infiltration initially included components from both concepts, but the barrier idea
was later dropped. The first component of the solution was an anti-truck system, known as
“Igloo White,” comprising thousands of sensors deployed over the road network in Laos along
the northern part of the Ho Chi Minh trail (Deitchman, 2008). The second component was an
anti-personnel system, based on thousands of sensors that were deployed along the Ho Chi Minh
trail where population density was low and building alternate passages for personnel was
9

supposedly difficult. The third and last component of the border security system was to build a
continous barrier of barbed wire and land mines along the demilitarized zone (DMZ) at the 17th
parallel. Later, this last component was considered unnecessary and was dropped. Although
existing strong points along this line were under attack by Communist forces, PAVN did not try
to breach the line until 1973, when the U.S. began withdrawing its forces. The decision to deploy
the “Electronic Barrier” (Igloo White and the anti-personnel system) was taken in 1966 and the
components of the system were in place in 1967.
The anti-truck system covered a 100 km by 40 km area, stretching in a north-south direction.
The anti-personnel system covered a 100 km by 20 km area, also stretching in a north-south
direction. Sensors in both components were distributed by air. The sensors broadcast the signals
they received to an orbiting airplane which sent the signals to the Infiltration Surveillance Center
(ISC) at Nakhon Phanom Air Base in Thailand across the Mekong River. Upon detection,
infiltrators would be interdicted by air strikes.
Planes dropped around 20,000 sensors in strings of five or six to make sure that at least three
sensors survived (Elliot, 2010). Sensors were designed either to hang up on the trees or to
penetrate the ground. Sensor batteries ran down after a few weeks and replacements had to be air
dropped. Acoustic and seismic sensors were used together to detect the sounds and motion of
both humans and vehicles. The sensor network encountered major troubles due to false alarms
and infiltrator action to render sensors ineffective or misleading. False alarms were generated by
wind, thunder, rain, earth tremors and animals. Infiltrators picked up sensors, destroyed them or
caused false alarms by hanging buckets of urine to trigger sensors that detected human sweat and
urine smell. Another tactic to mislead the sensors was sending animals along the trail of sensors.
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The problem of false alarms was mitigated by two IBM-360 computers that were able to
distinguish false alarms caused by animals, aircraft over flights and rainfall (Deitchman, 2008).
The anti-personnel system included distribution of small mines called Gravel over the area
covered by the sensors (Deitchman, 2008). The size of the mines varied from that of an aspirin to
a teabag. The main purpose of the mines was to harass and make noise during the passage of
infiltrators. The U.S. Army expected the mines on the existing trails to be swept but the ones in
heavy vegetation would make it more difficult to open new trails.
Three major technical decisions had important effects on the implementation of the system.
The first decision was not to allocate aircraft to perform the interdiction mission as part of Igloo
White. Instead, the calls from the ISC would generate a response only on an as-available basis.
As a result, only around 15% of the targets that were detected by the Igloo White were struck.
The main reason for not allocating any aircraft to the Igloo White was the need for scarce aircraft
availability to be used with other missions. During a visit to ISC in 1968, Deitchman recounts
how he could listen to sounds of trucks that passed and saw their locations by looking at the
screen that showed sensors’ locations.
The second decision was to divert the anti-personnel component of the system to Khe Sanh,
just south of the western end of the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Vietnam.
Sensors allowed the U.S. forces in Khe Sanh to open continuous fire on Communist forces,
whereas before the fire was guided by spotters or by guessing. Sensors were also instrumental in
guiding B-52 bombers and other aircraft that bombarded attacking PAVN forces.
When there was adequate firepower to interdict infiltrators detected by sensors, results were
more favorable for the U.S. forces. Sensors were used to detect infiltration from the rivers in the
Mekong Delta in southern Vietnam. Communist forces were forced to give up the river route as a
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result of sensor guided artillery fire. But this system was not developed to cover other areas.
Deitchman argued that the military tactics and doctrine could not be adjusted to reap the full
benefits from the sensor system. Another partial success of sensors was to protect Saigon,
according to Major General Ellis Williamson, the commander of the 25th Infantry Division
operating around the city. By using sensors distributed north, east and west of Saigon, his
division was able to interrupt the movement of Communist forces and their mine-laying and
booby trapping activity.
The third decision was the elimination of the continuous barrier system that would be built
along the south of the Demilitarized Zone. General William C. Westmoreland, the commander of
the U.S. forces in Vietnam, believed that 175mm guns and intense patrolling would prevent
PAVN forces from infiltrating. However, these artillery positions were under attack by PAVN
forces and PAVN activity made patrolling very difficult.
Althought the interdiction effort was able to reduce infitrations, enough material passed
through the border to sustain the war effort of the Communist groups. Communist forces only
needed 40 tons of supplies every day, carried by around 400 trucks sparsely distributed along the
routes from Hanoi to the border of South Vietnam (Elliot, 2010). Moreover, trucks traveled at
night, concealed by jungle cover and heavily defended along parts of their routes.
RAND Researcher Jack Ellis who worked on RAND’s Vietnam related projects noted that
the study on border control in South Vietnam, undertaken by Sturdevant, “died of its own
weight (Elliot, 2010).” Sturdevant concluded that the sieve approach was the only one feasible in
Vietnam. The best option would be to give up the idea of total control, impose a partial sea
blockade, build a network of bases near the land border, and send out random patrols to detect,
ambush and interdict infiltrators. Senate Armed Services subcommittee concluded in 1971 that
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the sensor barrier system “made a dramatic contribution toward saving a significant number of
American lives in Southeast Asia (Deitchman, 2008).” The sensor system cost the U.S. $1.7
billion between 1966 and 1971. Successful uses of the sensor barrier system at Khe Sanh,
Mekong Delta and around Saigon demonstrated that proper use of sensors can be an important
force multiplier.
French Algeria borders
France built border barriers in Algeria on the Moroccan and Tunisian borders to prevent
infiltration attempts of the National Liberation Front (FLN), a militant organization that sought
Algerian independence from France. The armed wing of FLN, National Liberation Army (ALN)
maintained an army of 25,000 militants in Tunisia that bordered the east of Algeria. ALN had
thirty-one logistic and training centers in Tunisia and more than forty smaller centers in Morocco
(Bairstow, 2006). The barrier on the Tunisian border was named the Morice Line and the barrier
on the Moroccan border was named the Pedron line (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. French border barriers in Algeria.
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Source: Bairstow, 2006

The Morice line was a 200 mile-long system of barbed wires, anti-personnel mines,
electrified fences, rapid response forces and automated artillery batteries and was guarded by
40,000 to a maximum of 80,000 (Skirlo, 2007) soldiers during the course of the French
counterinsurgency effort (200 to 400 soldiers per mile). Melnik (1964) noted that 40,000 soldiers
were necessary to patrol the barrier and 2,500 personnel were necessary to maintain it. The basic
composition of the barrier system as it is applied to the Algerian-Moroccan and AlgerianTunisian borders is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. A typical segment of the Barrier system France placed in Algeria.

Source: Crane et. al. 2006

Crane et. al report that the barrier system consisted of seven components: a 3-5 feet high wire
fence to keep cattle from minefields, a 10 meter wide mined barbed wire, a 10 feet high
electrified fence (5000 volt), a fence maintenance road, a second mined barbed wire, a fence to
keep people from the dangerous border zone and a patrol road. The outer edge of the system had
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a low wire fence to prevent cattle from going through. The barrier prevented infiltrations by a
mass of barbed wire protected by mines and an electric fence. The electrified fence’s goals were
to discharge a deadly dose of electricity upon contact, but more importantly, to locate breaches
where they occurred. For the latter purpose, there were transmission plants every 9 to 12 miles
that allowed French engineers to locate the exact location of the breach. The information was
relayed to an artillery battery or to mobile reserves. This would cause automatic sighted 105mm
howitzers to fire at the specified location, or mobile troops that consisted of mechanized and
armored units, as well as paratroopers to respond to the breach (Skirlo, 2007).
The Morice Line was able to prevent mass ALN infiltrations, though it was not completely
impenetrable. ALN lost hundreds of its militants while trying to breach the barrier. Within the
first eight months of the completion of the barrier, 6,000 ALN militants were killed at the border.
At the “Battle of the Border” in early 1958 ALN left 635 prisoners at the Tunisian border
(Melnik, 1964). This battle cost the French 273 dead and 736 wounded. At mid-1958, French
commanders estimated that 95% of all ALN infiltration attempts were interdicted (Bairstow,
2006).
In a typical infiltration attempt FLN would send a few scouts to cut through the minefield,
get over the electric fence with a tall wooden stepladder and call in the rest of the group for
infiltration. However, this would take around four hours to accomplish. Thus the barrier was not
impenetrable but very costly to cross. In one infiltration attempt only one man was able to cross
the barrier out of a whole company of ALN militants, 51 of which withdrew and the rest were
captured. In another attempt out of the 1,000 who tried only 6 of the 110 who managed to breach
the first barrier survived and escaped, others died or were captured (Crane, 2006).
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The ALN responded by changing its approach. It first tried unsuccessfully to cross the Sahara
desert to the South, it then targeted the barrier itself. The ALN would draw French troops to the
border and then inflict as many casualties as possible with mortars. The French responded by
retreating its units one kilometer behind the barrier, except those in the observation posts. The
second French response was to relocate the villages in the border area to cut the logistical bases
of FLN infiltrators. These efforts further undermined the ALN position within Algeria, although
infiltrations continued. In the summer of 1958 the ALN changed its tactic from trying to
penetrate the line to targeting the line itself. From this time to the end of 1959 at least eight
successful infiltrations occurred including an instance when 300 militants penetrated the line
without being detected. By 1960, after the implementation of the Morice Line (and the
quadrillage strategy that aimed to cut off the militants inside Algeria from the Algerian
population) ALN’s power inside Algeria was broken.
Construction of the Morice Line cost $50 million or 0.55 percent of the French
Militarybudget. The total cost of for the barriers was split between labor cost (48 percent), mines
(20 percent), and barrier materials (32 percent) (Bairstow, 2006).
Cordon Sanitaire in Rhodesia
Following the unilateral declaration of Independence from the minority British (white) rule in
Rhodesia on November 11, 1965, black majority leaders led two insurgency movements against
the Rhodesian government: The Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) and the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (ZAPU). ZANU militants who received training from China and ZAPU
militants who received training from the Soviet Union were mainly based in Zambia. In the
1970s, the ZAPU and the ZANU spread to Botswana, Namibia and Mozambique. Figure 2.4.
shows the infiltration routes from the North, West and East of Rhodesia.
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Figure 2.4. Infiltration routes of insurgency movements in Rhodesia.

Source: Bairstow, 2006

The Rhodesian army was tasked to stop infiltrations of these militants with limited
manpower and resources. To prevent infiltrations, Rhodesia used a barrier system, patrolling
small units, a rapid reaction force, population resettlement and the Selous Scouts who gathered
intelligence on possible infiltration attempts. Each component is described below.
The barrier system of Rhodesia, called the Cordon Sanitaire (known as Corsan) was poorly
planned and was not able to stop militant infiltrations. The construction of the Cordon Sanitaire
began in May 1974 along the border with Mozambique and took 24 months to complete. The
barrier system extended for 179 km (108 miles) (Cilliers, 1985). Initially, it consisted of two
game fences separated by a 25 meter-wide minefield. One to three mines were placed every
meter of the Corsan line. The area behind the inner fence was turned into a drag road by
bulldozers to detect tracks of infiltrators. An alarm system was fitted to the inner fence. Reaction
posts were deployed every 10 kms of the line.
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But the minefield proved to be too narrow, infiltrators could breach it within two hours.
Regular summer rains displaced or exposed land mines or pushed them deep enough not to
explode when infiltrators exerted pressure on the ground above the mine. Placement of the alarm
system on the inner fence allowed infiltrators to trigger the alarm and still escape from border
patrols. The number of false alarms was also large.
As a result of the Corsan line’s barrier limitations, a modified version called the Mod Corsan
was planned. Mod Corsan consisted of a 300 meter-wide minefield (two mines for every meter)
extending from the old Corsan fence to the new coiled barbed wire double fence. The alarm
system would thus stay on the Mozambique side and allow warning before infiltrators could
cross the minefield. However due to access problems the maintenance of the alarm system was
very difficult. Slow implementation of the system limited the construction of the Mod Corsan to
only 18 kms behind the Corsan line. The 6 composite squadron that contained infantry, engineers
and signalers protected and maintained both the Corsan and the Mod Corsan.
Another improvement was made to the Mod Corsan named Mod Mod Corsan. Mod Mod
Corsan plan included a game fence to be installed 300 meters inside the existing border fence.
The game fence was to be fitted with an alarm system. Parallel to this new fence, a road for
patrolling and maintenance was included in the plans. Only 20 kilometers of Mod Mod Corsan
was implemented.
Rhodesia lacked the resources necessary to man the border posts that were placed every 10
km along the Corsan. Instead, Rhodesia had to rely on small unit patrols due to lack of
manpower. Patrols consisted of five or six soldiers who looked for traces of infiltration during
the day and conducted ambushes by night, staying away from their bases for up to 20 days.
Upon detection of infiltrators patrols would call in reinforcements.
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The rapid reaction methods Rhodesia developed proved to be more effective. South Africa
provided Rhodesia with helicopters and pilots that were used for interdicting infiltrators.
Helicopters were permanently allocated for use in conjunction with the two companies of the
Rhodesian Light Infantry. These forces were named “Fire Forces.” The original Fire Force
consisted of four helicopters called G-cars each with a pilot and a gunner along with four fully
equipped soldiers to fight on the ground. The fourth helicopter called K-car (Kill car) included a
pilot, a gunner using a 20mm cannon and an Army unit commander who directed the ground
operations. Four helicopters were supported by a fixed wing aircraft equipped with rockets and
machine guns. More reinforcements from the Rhodesian Light Infantry would be called when
necessary. The number of helicopters increased to six but scarce resources prevented further
increase. The helicopters were deployed as much as three times a day during the later stages of
the conflict (Arnold, et. al. 1991). The Fire Force was augmented with 20 paratroopers dropped
from a DR-3 Dakota aircraft. The formal Fire Force was founded in June 1974 but the use of this
tactic between December 1972 and the end of 1974 caused 468 militant losses at a cost of 48
soldier losses (Cilliers, 1985). Despite the tactical success the number of insurgents inside
Rhodesia continued to rise.
The Fire Force benefited not only from the alarms or mines triggered by infiltrators but also
acted on the intelligence from the “Selous Scouts Regiments” formed in November 1973. Their
purpose was clandestine elimination of insurgents within and outside Rhodesia. Selous Scouts
were used to infiltrate the ranks of militants by using captured and converted militants and
obtaining information on infiltration routes and insurgent bases across the border. Upon learning
the location of an infiltration route, Selous Scout soldiers would disguise themselves as militants
returning from Rhodesia and would team up with real militants to gather more information.
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Selous scouts would alert Fire Forces for strikes against the insurgents. Selous Scouts numbered
120 initially, but their numbers increased to 1,500 including 800 former insurgents.
These patrolling and intelligence gathering measures were supported by moving the villages
along Rhodesia’s borders with Mozambique and Zambia further inside Rhodesia’s territory to
deny infiltrators logistical support. Resettled villages were grouped around “protected villages”
under security forces’ control, starting from 1973. The Resettlement program was expanded in
1974 and named “Operation Overload.” Between 1973 and 1976, an estimated 50,000 people
were relocated.
As the number of infiltrators continued to grow, even the combination of the Cordon
Sanitaire, an area of emptied villages, the “protected villages” under Rhodesian government’s
control, the Fire Force and the Selous Scouts were not enough to stop them. The limited
resources and the spread of the insurgency along most of the borders of Rhodesia rendered
border protection efforts in Rhodesia ineffective. In 1978 South Africa pulled its support from
Rhodesia. With already very limited resources the means for stopping insurgency were
crumbling. The white minority rule ended in 1979.
India’s borders with Bangladesh and Pakistan
India faces large scale illegal immigration, smuggling and militant infiltration from both of
its borders with Pakistan (2,064 miles) and Bangladesh (2,545 miles) (India Ministry of Home
Affairs, 2013). India’s security fence barriers along its Bangladesh and Pakistan borders are
comprised of double barbed wire fences which are lighted during the night with closely spaced
floodlights and a road system for patrolling by the border security personnel. Densely populated
areas, cultivation along border areas and the geography that includes jungles and hills makes
protection of the Bangladesh border particularly challenging. Population density can reach over
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1,000 people per square mile on each side. People on both sides are very similar ethnically,
culturally and physically. Moreover, there are 111 Indian enclaves in Bangladesh and 51
Bengalese enclaves in India (Lakhsman et. al. 2003) and 200 villages are located along the
border, making prevention of illegal border crossings more difficult. Protests and land
acquisition delays increase the problems of fencing.
As of 2013, 2,087 miles of fencing along the Bangladesh border was sanctioned and as of
December 31st 2012, 1,716 miles were fenced. Figure 2.5 gives an example of the fencing. The
barbed wire fence is 10 feet high. Lack of maintenance, adverse climate conditions and
submergence of the border fence under floods caused at least 535 mile of fencing to become
obsolete. India completed replacement of at least 465 mile of obsolete fencing in 2010 and
planned to replace the rest (India Ministry of Home Affairs, 2013).
India’s Border Security Force (BSF) is responsible for patrolling and protecting the 3,970
miles of land borders with Bangladesh and Pakistan against illegal immigrants, militants and
smugglers. In peace time the duties of the Border Security Force is to promote a sense of security
among the people living in the border areas, prevent trans-border crimes, unauthorized entry into
or exit from the territory of India and prevent smuggling and any other illegal activity. The BSF
is also used as a counterinsurgency force. In time of war, the BSF is used for holding ground in
less threatened sectors, the protection of vital installations and assistance in control of refugees
and anti-infiltration duties (India BSF Website). The BSF is organized into 173 battalions with
an authorized strength of 243,161 as of the end of 2012 (India Ministry of Home Affairs, 2013).
Along the India-Bangladesh border there are 802 permanent Border Outposts (BOP), each
with 20 to 25 soldiers. The distance between BOPs ranges from 3 to 4 miles (Lakhsman et. al.
2003). According to the Chief of Border Security Force in 2003, Ajai Raj Sharma, the distance
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between BOPs should be 2 miles, but due to manpower restrictions, it is between 3 and 4 miles.
In 2009, India decided to construct 383 additional BOPs on its border with Bangladesh to reduce
the inter-BOP distance for effective border management7. The construction is planned to end in
2014 (India Ministry of Home Affairs, 2013).

Figure 2.5: A segment of the Indian fence along the Bangladesh border.

Source: India Ministry of Home Affairs Annual Report 2013

The India – Bangladesh border is considered to be a very porous border by the Indian
Ministry of Home Affairs who recognizes that checking illegal border crossing activities has
been a major challenge.
“The entire stretch [of the Bengalese border] consists of plain, riverine belts, hills,
jungles with hardly any natural obstacles. The area is heavily populated and cultivated
right up to the border. The Indo-Bangladesh border is marked by a high degree of
porosity and checking illegal cross border activities has been a major challenge. The main

7

“Construction of these additional BOPs will provide all necessary infrastructures for the accommodation, logistic
support and the combat functions of the BSF troops deployed on Indo-Bangladesh and Indo-Pakistan borders.” India
Ministry of Home Afairs Website (a).
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problem is illegal migration from Bangladesh into India (Official Website of the India
Ministry of Home Affairs, (b))8”
The major threats to India from its border with Pakistan are militants and smuggling of arms,
ammunition and contraband (India Ministry of Home Affairs, 2013). As of December 30th 2012,
1,216 miles of the India-Pakistan border is fenced out of a total authorized fencing of 1,270 miles
and 1,180 miles of floodlighting is completed out of 1,248 authorized miles. There are 609 BOPs
on the border with construction of an additional 126 BOPs planned until 2014. To cut off
infiltration by Islamist militants who wanted to join the insurgency in the Jammu and Kashmir
States of India claimed by Pakistan, India started building a security fence in 2001. The fence
was built behind the Line of Control (LoC) which is a 460 mile long ceasefire line that separates
the disputed Kashmir region between its Pakistan and Indian controlled parts9. Figure 2.6 shows
the India-Pakistan border. The area inside the red boundaries is the Kashmir region. The orange
colored parts are under Indian control and constitute the Jammu and Kashmir State of India.
Green colored areas are under Pakistani control and the rest of the region is under Chinese
control. The LoC separates the Indian and Pakistani controlled regions.

8

Official Website of the Indian Ministry of Home Affairs, http://mha.nic.in/pdfs/Fencing.pdf.

9

The LoC was agreed upon by India and Pakistan after their battle in 1972, by the Shimla Agreement. It is a defacto part of the border between the two countries.
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Figure 2.6: India-Pakistan border.

Source: Wikimedia Commons

India’s security fence behind the LoC is equipped with motion sensors, thermal imagers and
night vision devices. A temporary mud barrier was built to protect the workers from Pakistani
snipers (Donaldshon, 2005). The fence is better constructed than the fence on the Bangladesh
border. For every kilometer of the fence, 260 aggregate tons of cement, iron pickets and steel
wire were used. This raised the cost of one kilometer of fencing to $55,000. Total cost of the
Jammu and Kashmir fence is estimated to be approximately $250,000,000 (Ramachandran,
2003).
Indian army chief General N. C. Vij argued in 2004 that the infiltrations from the Jammu and
Kashmir border were reduced as a result of "effective surveillance on all known routes of
infiltration, deployment of ground sensors, construction of an effective fence along the LoC and
multi-tiered positioning of troops (Ramachandran, 2004)". With successive fencing of the
borders, infiltration seems to have shifted to unfenced sections of the border. Indian Home
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Affairs Ministry stated that “with the sealing of Punjab and Rajsthan borders, vulnerability of
Gujarat [a state in Western India adjacent to the Pakistani border] border to infiltration and other
illegal cross-border activities has increased,” and prompted the government in Gujarat to start its
own fencing project (Official Website of the Indian Ministry of Home Affairs (b)). In 2012 there
were 264 border infiltration attempts along the LoC, an increase from 247 attempts reported the
previous year (India Ministry of Home Affairs, 2013). India MoHA describes the efforts to
prevent infiltrations along the LoC as “construction of border fencing, improved technology,
weapons and equipment, improved intelligence and operational coordination” (India Ministry of
Hoe Affairs, 2013).
Israel Separation Barrier (Israel Security Fence)
In 2003, Israel began building a security barrier system to separate its urban areas from the
West Bank in response to an increasing number of suicide bombings that started with the second
Intifada in 2000. The total length of the barrier will be approximately 442 miles. As of July 2013,
62% of the barrier was complete, 10% was under construction and 28% was planned (OCHA,
2013).
The security barrier system has the following components (Israeli Ministry of Defense
Website (a)), as shown in Figure 2.7:
“A ditch and a pyramid shaped stack of six coils of barbed wire on one side and barbed
wire on the opposite side. A path enabling the patrol of Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) on
both sides. An intrusion-detection fence, with sensors to warn of any incursion. A
smoothed strip of sand that runs parallel to the fence to detect footprints. A solid barrier
system in select areas (a total of 18.6 miles or around 6% of the total fence) to prevent
sniper fire along urban areas and roads. Observation towers, checkpoints and crossing
points. These posts employ a host of technology to screen for weapons and identify
individuals, which include collecting and verifying biometric data.”
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The Security Barrier includes around 38 miles of high-concrete wall (8-9 meter high)
especially in urban areas such as Jerusalem (OCHA, 2011)10.
The IDF and the border police patrol the Separation Fence and are called to locations of
infiltration, in order to interdict and pursue infiltrators. The average width of the obstacle, in its
optimal form, is 50 - 70 meters (Israeli Supreme Court Judgment 2004).

Figure 2.7. Israel’s Security Barrier.

Source: Israeli Ministry of Defense Website (a)

Israel claims that the security fence was very effective in reducing the number of successful
infiltrations from the West Bank. Between September 2000 and the erection of the security fence
and the construction of the buffer zone in August 2003, militants carried out 73 attacks, killing
293 Israelis and wounding 1,950. Between August 2003 and the end of 2006, there were 12 such
attacks, killing 64 Israelis and wounding 445. A widely quoted evaluation of the barrier belongs
to the Islamic Jihad leader Ramadan Abdallah Shalah. During an interview in 2006, he referred
to the separation barrier as an obstacle to the resistance and stated that if it were not there “the
situation would be entirely different (Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs Website (a)).” Figure

10

For the humanitarian impact of the barrier 85% of which crosses West Bank, see OCHA 2011 and 2013.
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2.8 corroborate Shalah’s statement. Both the number of suicide attacks and the number of deaths
decrease as the wall after the barrier is constructed.

Figure 2.8: Number of Deaths in Suicide Attacks in Israel [2000-2007]

Source: Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs Website (b)

Although not all of the reduction in the number of attacks and deaths can be attributed to
the barrier (Frisch, 2007; suggests that the reduction in Israeli fatalities is both due to the fence
and the offensive operations of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)), it is clear that the barrier has
become a major obstacle for suicide terrorists. Palti (2004) points out that between October 2000
and July 2003 when the first part of the barrier is finished in the northwest part of the West Bank,
the number of suicide bombings that originated from Jenin and Nablus area, located in the north
of the West Bank, was 35, killing 156 Israelis. The number of attacks originating from the same
area dropped to three and the civilian deaths dropped to twenty six after the construction of the
wall.
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Iraq’s borders
Iraq is facing the problems of militant infiltration, smuggling and illicit trafficking from its
Iranian and Syrian borders. Iraqi Border Enforcement Service (IBES) guards Iraq’s 2,264 mile
long land borders. IBES has approximately 40,000 border police and officers organized in 13
brigades (Oluic, 2009). The most important part of Iraq’s border security infrastructure is a ring
of 712 border forts around the country that are built to “deter, disrupt and interdict cross-border
movement of contraband, illegal aliens and insurgent support (Newman, 2006).” These are
concrete forts, with four turrets and metal gates. Figure 2.8 shows such a fort on the Iranian
border. A typical border fort is a 40 feet by 40 feet building with 25 feet-high towers. The forts’
walls are sixteen inch thick and made of stone, thus resistant to heavy machinegun bullets and
Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs). The forts are surrounded by an anti-vehicle berm. Each fort
holds two or three dozen soldiers responsible for patrolling the border and manning road blocks.
The roof parapets have firing slits and each of the four turrets has a firing slit. Each fort has two
generators, fuel, food and water supplies. The distance between the forts is twenty to thirty
kilometers. Patrols are motorized to be able to rapidly cover the distance between the forts. The
cost of each fort is $250,000 and the overall construction contract for 258 forts has a cost of $161
million in 2006 (Bairstow, 2006).
There were some attempts to create physical barriers along Iraq’s borders although these
were not able to stop infiltrations. In 2004, the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq
constructed a 200 mile berm around the border with Syria in Iraq’s Anbar Province. Without the
necessary manpower and resources the Iraqi Border Police were unable to stop infiltrators who
used four wheeled vehicles to cross the ten to twelve foot earthen berm (Bairstow, 2006). In
2010, Iraq started building a fence along its Syrian border to stop terrorism in Iraqi cities that
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were planned and executed from Syria (Voice of America (a), 2010). The barbed wire fence is
planned to cover 808 miles filling in the hundreds of meters wide space between the observation
towers. Each tower is also equipped with video cameras. In addition to the fence, 186 miles of
the Iraqi-Syrian border is protected by a five meter deep and six meter wide trench filled with
underground water and 28 14-meter high watchtowers (Ahmed (a), 2013). Another supplement
to the border security is a 23-mile, 3.5 meter-high and 1.5 meter wide concrete wall observed by
11 8-meter high watchtowers with machine guns and observation equipment (Ahmed (b), 2013).
The concrete wall has two barbed wires in its front with a trench in the middle and a third barbed
wire backed by a 2-meter high mesh wire fence. Col. Falah al-Mohammadi, of al-Jazeera
operations command in western Anbar, the security measures were effective in reducing the
number of weapons and drugs smuggled across the border (Ahmed (b), 2013). As the Islamic
State of Iraq and Sham attacked Baghdad government forces and the Syrian civil war, the Iraqi
government lost control of its Syrian border (BBC 2014).

Figure 2.8. A border fort on the Mashan border, in Sulaminiyah, Iraq.

Source: Newman, 2006
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Turkish-Iraqi border
The problem of militant infiltration on the Turkish-Iraqi border stems from two larger
questions. The first is the Kurdish question in Turkey that led to the emergence of the PKK in
1978. The second is the gradual erosion of Iraqi government control in northern Iraq since the
beginning of the Iran-Iraq war in 1980. The lack of Iraqi governmental control allows PKK
militants to take refuge in Iraq along the Turkish border. Turkey’s response to PKK militant
activities relied on military measures both in Turkey and in northern Iraq until the PKK leader
Abdullah Öcalan was imprisoned in 1999. The strategy for fighting the PKK gradually included
democratic reforms that allowed expression of Kurdish identity and improvement of diplomatic
ties with the Kurdish Regional Government in Iraq. Nevertheless, a counter-terrorism strategy is
still an integral part of the larger question of reducing PKK militant actions.
The military part of this strategy has three components: eliminating PKK elements in
northern Iraq, securing the border between Turkey and Iraq and establishing control over the
areas behind the Turkish-Iraqi border to deny logistical support to militants (Anatolian News
Agency (a), 2010). Prevention of militant infiltration across the Turkish-Iraqi border is the first
and the most important component of Turkey’s counter-terrorism concept. Currently, Turkey
relies on two primary methods for combating PKK infiltrations and militant activities:



Gendarmerie Border Platoon Outposts organized under two brigades.
Thermal and night vision systems used for surveillance on the Turkish‐Iraqi border and
parts of the Iranian border.

Despite these measures, complete control of the border region is not entirely possible partly
as a result of the mountainous terrain. Recent efforts to increase security along the border include
construction of border outposts that are more resistant to armed attacks and replacing conscripts
with professional forces in the border outposts. The construction of new outposts along the Iraqi
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border is especially difficult because of the PKK’s tactics of kidnapping or attacking workers,
the high altitude, presence of land mines and the adverse climate. Only 60 border outposts out of
206 planned outposts were completed along Turkey’s borders with Iran and Iraq by August 7,
2012 (CNNTURK (a), 2012). The current border security system depends on border patrols
(during the day), small groups of soldiers who lay ambushes to interdict infiltrators at night, and
the use of thermal cameras, night vision devices and ground surveillance radars for detecting
infiltration attempts.
The problem of cross-border militant infiltrations is also the subject of a security cooperation
agreement between Turkey and Iraq. According to article six of the “Protocol on Security
Cooperation between the Republic of Iraq and Countries Neighboring Iraq for Fighting
Terrorism, Illegal Border Infiltrations and Organized Crime,” signed in September 2006, “Iraq
and the neighboring countries will develop and strengthen procedures for monitoring and
securing land, sea and air points of entry in order to prevent illegal infiltrations, smuggling and
other crimes.” The protocol also calls the signatories to “do their best for information sharing on
criminal activities on their territories that target another country party to the protocol.”
Unfortunately, efforts to cooperate with authorities inside Iraq for border security have not yield
any results so far.
Lessons from the review of border security practices
In this chapter, seven prominent border security cases have been reviewed in which
insurgents have sought to infiltrate and attack a country from safe-haven bases in neighboring
countries. Different means have been attempted to seal the border area. Table 2.1 provides a
summary of the country, threat, measures, coverage and effectiveness of border security
measures for these seven cases.
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Table 2.1. Border Security Measures and effectiveness

Country and era

Threat

Measures

Coverage Effectiveness

South Vietnam's borders
with Laos, Cambodia and
North Vietnam during the
Vietnam War (1964-1973)

Militant infiltration Dense sensor network, land
mines, patrols, artillery and
aircraft interception

Incomplete Could not prevent
infiltrations

French Algeria's border
with Tunisia during the
Algerian War (1954-1962)

Militant infiltration Electronic barrier, barbed
wire, land mines, patrols,
artillery

Almost
complete

Rhodesia's* borders with
Botswana, Zambia and
Mozambique

Militant infiltration Barrier, mine fields, patrols

Incomplete Could not prevent militant
infiltrations

India's borders with
Bangladesh and Pakistan
(Present)

Militant
infiltration, illegal
immigrants,
smuggling

Fence, lighting, patrols

Almost
complete

Reduced infiltrations, but
not entirely successful

Israel's West Bank border
(Present)

Suicide bomber
infiltration

Fence, ditches, outposts,
patrols

Almost
complete

Overall very successful in
cutting militant infiltration

Iraq's Syria and Iranian
borders (Present)

Militant
infiltration,
smuggling

Fence, ditches, outposts,
patrols

Incomplete Some successes, but not
successful

Turkey's border with Iraq
(Present)

Militant
Outposts, watchtowers,
infiltration,
patrols
smuggling,
human trafficking

Overall very successful in
cutting militant infiltration
despite occasional militant
successes

Incomplete Cannot prevent infiltrations
during night, vulnerable to
militant attacks

* Rhodesia had a white minority government and unilaterally declared independence from Great Britain in 1965. It
was not internationally recognized.

The most common approach is to erect a physical barrier. This occurred in five cases: France
in Algeria, Israel, Rhodesia, India and Iraq along its Syrian border. For the U.S. in Vietnam,
dense jungles were a major factor that limited construction of such barriers. For Turkey
construction of barriers along the Iraqi border is difficult because of the mountainous terrain.
The results from the case studies suggest that the effectiveness of border security measures
depends on the magnitude of the infiltration problem, the geographical characteristics of the
border area and the availability of resources. In the French Algerian case, the terrain permitted
the construction of barriers. Combined with adequate maintenance, manpower (80,000 soldiers at
its peak), and equipment, the border barrier was effective in cutting militants off from the
population. The Israeli case is another example of success. The hilly terrain increased the costs
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of construction and urban areas posed legal and humanitarian problems for constructing a barrier
but the Israeli government built the barrier mostly inside the West Bank, causing protests within
and outside Israel. While politically controversial, the barrier contributed to cutting off suicide
bombers. Both the number of suicide attacks and the number of casualties dropped sharply after
the construction of the barrier. In both of these cases there is almost complete coverage of the
border with a barrier that slowed down infiltrators. Also, in both cases the governments allocated
enough manpower to maintain and patrol the infrastructure and respond to infiltration attempts.
In other cases where a barrier was used the results were not as successful. Rhodesia did not
have enough resources to adequately maintain the Corsan barrier. As a result the Rhodesian
government relied on intelligence gathering on militant movements and rapid interception forces
to patrol the border areas. Because of a lack of resources and the magnitude of the infiltration
problem, the border security system was only a hindrance for infiltrators. India’s border fence
that covers hundreds of miles is difficult to maintain because of hills, jungles, rivers and heavily
populated areas. Against all challenges India was able to construct hundreds of miles of border
barriers. Despite India’s investment in both personnel and infrastructure, the border remains
porous according to India Ministry of Home Affairs’ assessment.
There are five main observations from these case studies. The first one is that the barrier
approach is the most effective solution to border control problem when the terrain does not
relatively smooth and free from foliated or populated areas. Furthermore, a barrier that is not
well maintained and patrolled is only a temporary hindrance for infiltrators. Second, the sieve
approach requires early detection of infiltrators and intelligence on infiltrator movements. Third,
without adequate numbers of soldiers along the border, the effectiveness of the border security
system drops very quickly as infiltrators can observe soldier movements and plan their passage
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accordingly. Adequate number of border security forces is necessary to intercept infiltrators
quickly. Fourth, border security is very difficult to achieve without a capable and willing
neighbor. In all seven cases, neighbors where the infiltrators are based are either unwilling or
incapable of stopping infiltrations from their territory. In some cases, the neighboring country
actually supports the infiltrators. Fifth, no amount of border security can guarantee a one hundred
percent success rate at stopping infiltrators.
The Turkish-Iraqi border is unlikely to be covered with a continuous barrier for two reasons.
First, the border area is very mountainous, adding to the cost of construction. Second, the PKK
still has the capacity to hinder construction efforts in the area by kidnapping workers, setting
construction sites and vehicles on fire and opening harassing fire from Iraq. For the Turkish case,
a sieve approach with an emphasis on early detection of threats and interception is more feasible.
As a result this dissertation will consider policy options with unattended ground sensors for early
detection of infiltrators and different numbers of soldiers to look at the effect of increased
interdiction capacity on infiltrations. Another policy option the dissertation looks at is the
cooperation of Iraqi border guards who report infiltrator movements to the nearest Turkish
outpost. Evaluating the cooperation policy option can highlight the advantages that could be
gained by fully executing the border security agreement between Iraq and its neighbors. The
final policy option is relocating border outposts to minimize soldier casualties from militant
attacks. Most border security systems are designed to maximize the chances of interdicting
infiltrators, but in the Turkish case, the stationary outposts are very vulnerable to attacks of
infiltrators. Preventing infiltrations and minimizing soldier casualties must both be considered.
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3. Border Security Models and Simulations

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of border security measures, this dissertation uses a
border security model that represents decisions and interactions between soldiers and militants in
the terrain along the border. Before discussing the content of the model, some of the earlier work
on border security models is discussed. The literature associated with particular technical
aspects, such as sensor modeling, will then be presented. This chapter then details the conceptual
model for the simulation used for our analysis.

Analytical border security models
A variety of simulation models have been created to test border security policies in a virtual
environment. These models are design to evaluate systems and policies in order to determine the
preferred means for achieving specific border security goals.
Çelik (2002) built a model of border security based on the information from the Turkish
Army’s official border security regulations with the help of subject matter experts. His model
aims to find ways to use five Turkish border security assets more effectively: border patrols,
ambushes, night vision goggles, thermal cameras and ground surveillance radars. He analyzes a
border segment approximately 20 km in length that is also protected by a Gendarmerie company
with 4 platoons, each protecting a 4-6 km long border segment, during night conditions.
Effectiveness is captured in two metrics. The first metric is the Degree of Controllability (DOC)
defined as the percentage of time that a zone is successfully monitored. The second metric is the
Frequency of Control (FOC). It is the number of time intervals that a zone is under control by
any one of the security elements. The Ratio of Illegal Infiltrations Caught (ROIIC) is the
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percentage of all illegal infiltrations that were caught. Infiltration attempts are generated and
randomly sent to different zones that might or might not be assigned one of the five security
assets. If both the infiltrators and a security asset are in the same zone the infiltration is assumed
to be prevented. Çelik concludes that patrols are essential for the purpose of monitoring critical
areas and that their mobility should be increased by replacing foot patrols with motorized patrols.
He also proposes installation of physical barriers to increase the infiltration time of the militants.
Instead of simply assuming that the militants are detected if they are in the same area as soldiers,
this dissertation seeks to explore the movements, detection and engagements of militants and
defenders in greater detail by implementing a combat model and a high-resolution terrain model.
The ability to use terrain elevation data and model the path decisions of infiltrators to minimize
the risk of observation from soldiers allows a more robust evaluation of the different border
security assets.
Oh (2010) focuses on a 10 km by 7 km border zone between the Republic of Korea (ROK)
and North Korea and models a ROK army battalion’s security measures to stop infiltration
attempts. The main defense options of his border security model are mobile and fixed guard
posts and reinforcements for guard posts when an infiltration is detected. He only includes
infiltrators who do not attack the border guards. Oh uses an agent-based model to represent
decisions at the battalion, company, platoon and patrol levels as well as decisions of infiltrators.
There are two measures of effectiveness for the infiltrators: minimize casualties and minimize
the average time to reach the final waypoint behind ROK lines. The first of these measures of
effectiveness depends on infiltrator behaviors. The infiltrator might emphasize avoiding
reinforcements or avoiding mobile and fixed guard posts while moving towards the next
waypoint. The second depends on the movement speed. With two competing measures of
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effectiveness, Oh applies a genetic algorithm to select the best course of action for the infiltrator.
Successive application of the simulation is used to test the performance of the border security
system. For the ROK army, the measures of effectiveness are the probability of detecting the
enemy, the probability of killing the enemy, and the probability that the enemy mission fails. Oh
uses the model to assess the effect of the model’s parameters such as the range of thermal
cameras or observation towers on the measures of effectiveness.
This dissertation expands Oh’s methodology by including militant attacks missions on
outposts. Militant behavior includes actively seeking and firing at soldiers in addition to avoiding
soldiers. This expansion is necessary in the Turkish-Iraqi case since the defenders must be
prepared to counter both infiltrations and direct attack. Moreover, instead of maximizing the
number of militants killed, the model focuses on minimizing the number of soldiers killed.
Willis et. al., (2010) focus on the best measures of effectiveness for a border security system.
They suggest the use of percentage of infiltrations interdicted together with attempted flow levels
which can be reduced by deterrence. Deterrence is measured by what he calls “adherence to good
practices”.
Willis et. al. note that performance can be evaluated by using modeling and simulation if
there are sufficient empirical estimates on outcomes to be evaluated. Methodologically, Willis
reaches the following conclusion which is significant for this dissertation:
Furthermore, if the phenomena are understood reasonably well, then modeling and
simulation-based analysis (including exploratory analysis under uncertainty) can
inform numerous choices even though it is not possible to validate the model and its
input data precisely.
Willis et. al.’s work is also a good guide for determining the measures of effectiveness that
are used in the dissertation. Since the simulation is a controlled environment, the total number of
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infiltration attempts and the successful infiltration attempts are known and can be used as one of
the metrics to evaluate different defense options.
Summarizing the border security models that have been used in the past, none of them
includes the level of detail and the extent of interactions necessary to assess border security
resources in the Turkey-Iraqi case. Each of these analytic tools used a fairly low-resolution
representation of the geography in order to perform their evaluations. To make analytic results
more relevant to real world circumstances, a simulation tool with terrain using high-resolution,
real world elevation measurements is necessary. The elevation data is not just for representing
the terrain but for a more detailed detection model that can take target background contrast, the
effectiveness of the observation equipment and weather conditions into account. Another
observation from the review of models is that there is very little discussion of the safety of the
border guards. In insurgencies, inflicting casualties on border guards is one of the military
objectives of militants. Evaluations of border security policies must consider the possibility that
militants will attack border outposts. To sufficiently analyze the Turkey-Iraqi case, both militant
infiltrations and militant attacks on outposts must be able assessed. Depending on the militant
mission, the model must include decision processes to avoid the border guards and to inflict
casualties thereby increase the cost of guarding the border for the government. Finally, the model
needs to be able to optimize two objectives: reducing soldier casualties and reducing successful
infiltrations.
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Sensor networks for border security
The last group of studies reviewed for this dissertation discusses various methods for using
unattended ground sensors for border security, particularly the problem of finding optimal
locations for placing sensors inside a rectangular area.
Can, et. al. (2000) uses a genetic algorithm to find the best routes and locations for unmanned
ground vehicles, which are mobile sensors with forward looking infrared (FLIR) cameras, and
static sensors, in order to provide the maximum coverage of an area of interest (a 4 km by 4 km
area in their study). The mobile sensors travel on the terrain, their field of view is assumed to be
constant and static sensors are stationary. The calculation for the optimal route of the mobile
sensors and locations for the stationary sensors takes the visibility of sensors randomly
distributed over the terrain by the enemy forces into account. The sensors used in this
dissertation are not mobile and are more easily hidden from the militants. Mobile ground sensors
are much harder to hide from the militants who can easily detect and destroy them.
Ündeğer, et. al. (2002) addressed the problem of sensor platform location optimization in
mountainous terrain. Their model which improves upon Can et. al. (2000) takes a virtual
representation of the landscape, sensor types, location constraints and a set of sensors as inputs.
Through the use of a genetic algorithm, they find the optimal location for given sensor types in
order to maximize coverage of a specific area. Just like Ündeğer, et. al. (2002), this dissertation
considers the effectiveness of sensors on a mountainous terrain but it does not optimize sensor
locations. Instead, the sensors are assumed to be deployed along the length of the border and
each sensor is assigned to an outpost. The sensor can fill a key role in preventing infiltrations by
providing early detection of militants to allow soldiers enough time for interception. Therefore,
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the sensors are placed as close to the border as possible. The dissertation also uses a simple
representation of sensors with a detection probability as a function of distance to target.
Measuring the efficiency of a sensor network that is randomly deployed is considered in
Onur, et. al. (2007). They use a simple sensor model that returns a detection probability of 1 if
the target is closer to the sensor than a threshold, a detection probability of zero if the target is
farther than the maximum detection range of the sensor and a detection probability which is an
exponentially decaying function of the distance between the target and the sensor between the
two threshold distances. These authors divide the terrain in question into a grid and calculate the
detection probability at each lattice point in order to identify weak points in the sensor coverage.
The detection probability provides a third dimension which allows drawing an “iso-sensing”
graph revealing paths the intruders might potentially take to cross the network field undetected.
The iso-sensing graph is also used to determine the minimum number of sensors necessary to
reach a pre-determined detection probability across a field of given size. This dissertation
evaluates the efficiency of the sensors not by maximizing the probability of detection in an area
but by the probability of preventing infiltrations.
We now turn to studies that consider the practicalities of using these networks as part of a
border security system. Netzer (1999) presents a guideline to select the appropriate sensors for
different threat scenarios. According to Netzer the first step is to determine the subject of interest
(e.g., casual border crossers, illegal immigrants, smugglers, subversive political agents, terrorists
or guerrillas), the signature that the subject of interest emits (e.g., seismic, acoustic, olfactory,
visual, infrared, radar, weight, chemical etc.), and the sensor types that can detect these
signatures (e.g., cameras, radar, thermal imagers, barrier sensors, seismic, acoustic, chemical
sensors). He presents a table with performance of different sensor types inside detection,
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recognition and reaction zones11 in different terrain types (e.g., mountainous, desert, river, jungle
etc.) by classifying them as “useful,” “limited” or “useless”. For mountainous border areas (such
as the Turkish-Iraqi border) he suggests that radars, night vision devices, seismic, acoustic,
magnetic, Infrared (IR) break beam, barrier sensors and binoculars are useful in the detection
zone while cameras are of limited use. Cameras, thermal IR, night vision device, binoculars and
illumination devices are useful in the recognition zone, while acoustic, magnetic and IR
breakbeam sensors provide a limited value. Cameras, night vision devices, binoculars,
rangefinders, GPS receivers, illumination devices and reaction forces are useful in the reaction
zone while dogs and thermal IR are of limited use. Thermal IR, night vision devices, seismic and
acoustic sensors and reaction forces are used to detect and interdict the militants in this study.
Z. Sun, et. al (2011) propose a three-layered approach to using unattended ground sensors in
conjunction with surveillance towers for classification of the detected object and unmanned
aerial vehicles to track intruders once they have crossed the border. Successful intrusion
detection relies on cooperation between the three types of sensors to reduce false alarm rates and
ensure tracking of intruders. This study focuses on ground based assets and interdiction by
ambush teams. Unmanned aerial vehicles are a possible expansion to this study.
Tanenbaum, et. al. (2006) warn about the challenges of using unattended ground sensors for
border security such as the requirement of a large number of sensors, the need for redeployment
about every six months due to sensors’ limited battery life and the manpower required to
intercept when a detection occurs. They argue that covering the 3,100 mile U.S.-Mexico border
would require more than 440,000 low-cost 7 meter-range sensors, or 88,000 1-meter long stick

11

Netzer divides the border area into three security zones; a detection zone, a recognition zone and a reaction zone
whose width depends on the local topographic, geographic and demographic conditions.
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type sensors with a 35-meter range. These sensors are very difficult to deploy randomly,
increasing the cost of their deployment. Even if sensors detect a running person, that person can
then hide anywhere within a relatively large area until the border security personnel reaches the
detection area. Finally, these authors warn about the experience of the Soviet soldiers using
motion detectors in Afghanistan. Rebels would throw live rabbits over the fences to trigger an
alarm; Soviet soldiers would then eventually turn off the detectors because of the large number
of false alarms. They suggest that although sensor networks have a bright future more research is
necessary on the systems aspect of these networks.
The studies by Netzer (1999) Z. Sun, et. al (2011) Tanenbaum, et. al. (2006) are reminders
that sensor networks’ effectiveness must be evaluated within the broader framework of a border
security system. The ability to respond to alarms from sensors is just as important as maximizing
the probability of detection by these sensors. It is possible that infiltrators trigger an alarm but
get away from the region before soldiers can stop them in the simulation model. Therefore, the
dissertation examines policy options to use sensors along the border with increasing numbers of
soldiers. The sensor model in the dissertation is the Battle Field Anti Intrusion System (BAIS),
detailed in Barngrover et. al. (2009). BAIS consists of three sensors that provide early warning
for a platoon sized (80-100 soldiers) unit. In the dissertation 17 BAIS are assumed to be
deployed along the border. BAIS detection model is given in Richman et. at., (2001). The
detection probability of a sensor is a linearly decreasing function of distance of the target to the
sensor. The BAIS sensors are sufficiently small to assume that the militants are not able to
discover their locations. U.S Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate’s Acquire
model (Maurer et. al., 2013) is used to model thermal cameras and night vision devices. The
model calculates a probability of detection and it decides on the time when the probability check
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will be made. The thermal camera and night vision device models in this study capture the target
and background contrast12, the range, the field of view and the direction of the sensor. The target
to background contrast is influenced by visibility conditions in the area. The presence of a
greater concentration of aerosols in the area (for example, due to fog) reduces the contrast and
makes detection more difficult. The model assumes night conditions with a cloudless and star lit
night, but with a considerable amount of humidity in the air that reduces the detection range of
thermal cameras. Operators of the thermal cameras and night vision devices change its direction
to cover as much terrain as possible.

Creating a New Border Security Methodology
The previous literature review highlighted important elements of border security system and
sensor systems in particular. The most important aspect of a border security system is the
strategic approach using either a barrier or a sieve system. Whereas a barrier system aims to slow
down militant movements with physical obstacles, in a sieve system, the emphasis is on early
detection and rapid intervention. Due to the difficulty of implementing the barrier approach
along the mountainous Turkish-Iraqi border a sieve approach is modeled in this dissertation. This
section details the border security model that is developed to evaluate alternative policy options
for the Turkish-Iraqi border. The focus is on the benefits of early detection, availability of
manpower to intercept militants and modeling the terrain, which has a very big impact on both
early detection and timely intervention. First, a conceptual model is presented, followed by a
description of all policy options and the metrics that will be used to evaluate the policy options.

12

For thermal cameras the contrast is the difference between the temperatures of the target and its background. For
night vision devices, the contrast of the target with its background at near infrared is used. For more information on
the contrast in case of night vision devices, see Hodgkin et. al. (2012).
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In order to address the problem of soldier casualties and militant infiltrations, an agent-based
model of this system was built. Agent-based models assign simplified behavior rules to the
components of a system and allow them to follow these decision rules in a context modeled in
the verisimilitude of the real world conditions in which these components interact. As the model
components interact in the simulated context the results of their interactions can be collected and
analyzed. Because the interactions occur in a digital environment, agent-based simulation models
are particularly useful when real world experimenting is impossible, very dangerous or very
costly. Discovering the benefits that might be gained by building new outposts in the presence of
a hostile armed group is one such case. Simulating the potential options in a digital environment,
an estimate of the returns on investments of unattended ground sensors and benefits from foreign
participation in border monitoring activities can be assessed more accurately.
For the border security agent-based model, the terrain of the border area, weather conditions,
and behaviors of four types of agents are modeled. The four types of agents are border guards,
militants, sensors and foreign border guards. The simulation model is replicated to collect data
on militant infiltration success rate and soldier and militant casualties. Figure 3.1 is a conceptual
model of the policy analysis in this study.
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Figure 3.1 The Conceptual Model

Decisions External to the Model
Analysis of the effectiveness of border security options begins with defining the initial
conditions. In Figure 3.1, this is represented by the box on the far left entitled, “Decisions
External to the Model.” These conditions include geopolitical conditions, PKK decisions and
Turkish government’s decisions. The current political regime in Iraq is not taking action against
the PKK presence in that country’s northern mountainous region bordering Turkey. The
Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), who controls northern Iraq, tolerates the PKK presence
although the PKK theoretically claims rule over KRG territory. The PKK continues to be a
problem for Massoud Barzani, the President of KRG, by trying to undermine Barzani’s rule
(Natali, 2013). While it is not realistic to expect the KRG to actively engage PKK militants, it is
conceivable that it might share information on militant movements with Turkish authorities. For
this reason the dissertation includes a policy option in which border outposts inside Iraq monitor
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the border and report the location and compass bearing of infiltrators to the closest Turkish
outpost (Border Security Policy Options box in Figure 3.1.).
The PKK’s willingness to fight the Turkish Government leads to two main types of border
activities. The first is infiltration of militants from northern Iraq into Turkish territory. The
second is deliberate militant attacks attempting to destroy Turkish border outposts. 13 Militants in
the model are assigned one of these two missions. Militants in both missions know the locations
of soldier outposts and observation posts but they do not know where the ambush teams are
located.
The Turkish government’s security policy against the PKK threat focuses on three broad
areas. The first is the disruption of PKK activities in northern Iraq primarily accomplished by
signed security agreements with the Iraqi government. This policy has not produced any results
yet due to the inability of the Iraqi government to establish control over the remote mountainous
areas along its Iranian border. The second is the pursuit of PKK militants inside Turkish
territory. The third is the protection of the Iraqi border against infiltrations and construction of
border outposts that can be better protected against attacks. The construction of border security
outposts has been difficult due to PKK’s obstruction of construction efforts including kidnapping
workers, setting construction sites on fire and burning trucks delivering supplies and material to
the construction sites. The overall security strategy against the PKK guides the selection of
policy options that were tested in this study.

13

On March 21st 2013 PKK leader Öcalan ordered PKK militants to withdraw to northern Iraq as part of a peace
process. There have not been large scale attacks on Turkish outposts since then but the PKK retains its ability to
launch attacks.
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Militant Missions
Once the initial conditions, particularly the strategic assumptions, are specified, the context
for the model space, the big blue box in Figure 3.1, can be addressed. Moving into the large blue
box in this figure, the first smaller box, labeled “Militant Missions” represents the missions and
tactics used by the militant teams. As noted previously, two missions are considered: infiltration
and attacks on outposts. A team of five militants is assumed to be in each infiltration mission.
The team tries to reach inside Turkish territory by avoiding all known soldier locations and
outpost responsibility areas where they could encounter an ambush team. Even though the
militants do not know the exact location of the ambush teams, they assume that they can increase
their likelihood of avoiding detection by staying away from the outposts as much as possible. If
they receive fire they retreat and update their infiltration path to avoid the area where they
received fire.
In a militant attack mission, there is one militant team with 15 militants that attack an
outpost. The militant team choses the path with the least amount of visibility from soldiers’
positions and the least probability of being discovered by an ambush team in order to get as close
as possible to the target outpost before being detected. The desired attack point is a point
determined randomly, subject to two constraints. First, the attack point must be on the edge of
the area that is visible from the outpost or if there are no locations hidden from the field of view
of soldiers in the outpost, the attack point must be on the edge of soldier rifle’s range (400
meters). This constraint increases the militant team’s chances of getting closer to the outpost to
inflict more casualties with the least amount of exposure to soldier fire. Second, the attack point
should be higher than the outpost. Attacking from higher ground exposes more soldiers to the
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militant fire. If there is no higher ground around the outpost (if an outpost is on top of a hill) the
second condition to select the attack point is ignored.
Figure 3.2 gives an example of attack points chosen by militants during simulation runs
against the second outpost in the baseline case. The red area in Figure 3.2 marks the area visible
from at least one of the positions around the outpost. The observation positions are marked in
blue. The lighter blue cones represent the field of view of night vision devices. The narrower
cones looking towards West and South East represent the field of view of thermal cameras. The
terrain is shaded from white to darker brown as the slope increases. Militants and soldiers move
more slowly over steeper (darker) terrain. Each white line on the edge of the red area marks
where the militants try to reach before they start their attack (attack point) in a simulation run.
Attack points in Figure 3.2 are all on higher terrain and they are on the edge of the area visible
from the outpost allowing militants to close in on the target outpost without being seen.
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Figure 3.2 Attack points around the second outpost in the baseline case

The simulation ends when all the militants are casualties or when they break off their attack
within 40 to 60 minutes14 and start retreating. If they retreat, the simulation ends when they
return inside Iraqi territory.
Border Security Policy Options
The specific policy options available to the Turkish government (the box titled “Border
Security Policy Options” inside the blue box in Figure 3.1.) include increasing the number of
soldiers per outpost to 90 or 130 from its baseline level of 50, whether to use unattended ground

14

Because the militant attack team is relatively small (15 militants) the attack duration is limited to one hour. When
larger groups of militants attack, the attack can last until sunrise when visibility conditions improve.
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sensors, whether to use intelligence foreign border guards and relocation of outposts. Note that
the number of soldiers need not be fixed to the levels stated here. The numbers of soldiers are
selected as a general representation and it is possible to modify these values to test additional
alternatives. The increased number of soldiers is for additional ambush teams. Table 3.1
summarizes the policy options tested by the simulation tool.

Table 3.1. Policy options tested by the simulation model

Case

Number of soldiers
per outpost

Number of sensor networks

Number of foreign
border positions

Baseline

50

0

0

1 (preferred locations)

50

0

0

2

90

0

0

3

130

0

0

4

50

17

0

5

90

17

0

6

130

17

0

7

50

0

6

8

90

0

6

0

6

9
130
Note: Outposts are in their baseline locations in policy options 2-9.

All the outposts are in their baseline locations except in the preferred locations case. The
number of soldiers is assumed to be 50 per outpost in the baseline case and in cases 1, 4, and 7.
This allows keeping at least 10 soldiers inside the outpost, one ambush team that has 10 to 20
soldiers15 and 16 soldiers in the near observation posts for each outpost.
In the first policy option, the preferred Turkish outpost locations are determined using a
pseudo-optimization method. A genetic algorithm uses the number of soldier casualties inside

15

Each ambush team is assumed to consist of at least one squad, or ten soldiers. An ambush team of twenty soldiers
has two squads.
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the target outposts to guide the search for better locations. The algorithm is complicated by the
stochastic outcomes, particularly with relation to the terrain effects, of individual simulation
replications. In order to achieve statistical stability, each potential location is evaluated 51 times,
enough to statistically detect a difference of two soldier casualties16.
The first and second outposts have one more ambush team and the third outpost has two
more ambush teams in the policy options with 90 soldiers per outpost (cases 2, 5 and 8)17. The
first and second outposts have three more ambush teams and the third outpost has four more
ambush teams than the base line in the policy options with 130 soldiers (cases 3, 6 and 9). The
advantage of more ambush teams is increased probability of randomly detecting and interdicting
militants.
Adding unattended ground sensor networks (cases 4, 5 and 6) increases the likelihood of
earlier detection of militant movements. In these cases, 17 sensor networks are used, enough to
cover the border. It is possible to increase the number of sensor networks to increase the number
of sensor layers that cover the border. Each of the 17 sensor networks has 3 sensors18 that can
detect militant movements. Each sensor has a nominal range of 75 meters, thus covering

16

The statistical method used to calculate the necessary amount of replications will be discussed later. Details about
the methodology can be found in Chapter 9 in Law, 2007. This method requires an extensive set of calculations that
required the use of limited computing resources that prevented additional iterations to get more precise estimates.

17

Because the terrain around each outpost is different, there are different numbers of hills that need to be protected
by a far position. Since the number of soldiers inside the near positions around the outposts are fixed (2 soldiers in
each of the 8 near positions (see footnote 19), the number of soldiers in an ambush team might change. If there are
fewer than 10 soldiers (half of an ordinary ambush team) to form a new ambush team, they are placed inside the
outpost as reserve instead. The difference in the additional number of ambush teams results from the different
number of far observation positions for each outpost. When 40 soldiers are added to the first and the second
outposts, the size of their first ambush teams increases to 20 soldiers and an additional ambush team of twenty
soldiers is added. The remaining soldiers from the 40 additional soldiers are not enough to form another ambush
team and they are added to the reserve to protect the outpost. In the third outpost, the first 40 additional soldiers are
enough to add two more ambush teams because the size of the first ambush team is already close to twenty, due to
the fact that there is only one far observation position around the third outpost.

18

The sensor network in the model is the Battlefield Anti-Intrusion System (BAIS) which consists of three
individual sensors (BAIS Brochure). See Appendix A for details about the sensor system included in the simulation
model.
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approximate 5% of the border frontage facing the 3 soldier outposts. The study assumes that
there are 17 sensor networks along the border which is enough to cover the length of the border
segment included in the study. The red dots in Figure 3.3 along the border show the locations of
the sensor networks. It is assumed that the militants do not know the sensor locations.
Furthermore, false alarms or sensor spoofing are not included. Sensor operation and technical
details used in the model are described in Appendix A.

Figure 3.3 Outpost and sensor locations in policy options 4, 5 and 6

In the foreign border outpost policy options (cases 7, 8 and 9), six foreign outposts inside
Iraqi territory are located on top of hills and two foreign border guards use thermal cameras to
observe the border19. Iraqi outposts are assumed to be smaller than the Turkish outposts and each

19

Observation posts are occupied by at least two soldiers (FM 3-21.8, Manning and Equipment at the OP, H-25,
2007). Turkish observation posts in the model are also occupied by two soldiers.
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Turkish outpost is assumed to be receiving intelligence from two Iraqi border posts20. Upon
detection of militants, the Iraqi outposts send information on the location and bearing of militants
to the nearest Turkish outpost. Another advantage of foreign border guards is that they continue
to update the border guards on the location and direction of the militants as long as they have a
line of sight to the militants. Militants know the locations of the foreign outposts and they avoid
them. Figure 3.4 shows the locations of foreign outposts.

Figure 3.4 Outpost and foreign border guard locations in policy options 7, 8 and 9

In all policy options listed in Table 3.1, soldiers can have one of the three missions; ambush,
observation or reserve. In an ambush mission, 10 to 20 soldiers are located at a randomly

20

It is possible to change the number of Iraqi outposts in the model. The length of the border segment in the model
is 9.3 kms and the distance between foreign outposts is 1.5kms when there are 6 foreign outposts. This gives
overlapping areas of observation to each foreign outpost, well within the range of the thermal cameras
(approximately 2.4 kms) foreign border guards are using.
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selected ambush location inside the area of responsibility of their outpost21. They observe the
surrounding area until they spot a militant group. Once a detection is made, ambush team
members engage the militants and fire their weapons. Teams may also be ordered to intercept a
militant group detected by a soldier in an observation post, a sensor network or a foreign border
guard. Their location is unknown to militants. It is the ambush teams that intercept militant
infiltrations as the soldiers in the outposts are stationary.
In an observation mission, 2 soldiers occupy observation positions around the outpost or on
the hilltops that surround the outpost. They alert their outpost when they detect a militant. All
soldiers use night vision devices. At least two soldiers around the outpost use thermal cameras
with a significantly longer range of observation although with a more limited field of view than
the night vision devices22.
Soldiers in the reserve mission are inside the outpost. They do not participate until the
outpost is attacked. When this happens, they switch to the ambush mission to become a mobile
asset in defending the outpost.
Model Parameters
The model takes into account many parameters such as the characteristics of observation
equipment, weapons and weather, numbers of soldiers and soldier teams (bottom box labeled
“Model Parameters” in Figure 3.1.). The model assumes night conditions. There are five sub
models in the simulation model; terrain, movement, detection, shooting and suppression. All five
models are detailed in Appendix A.

21

The radius around each outpost for deploying ambush teams is assumed to be 2 km. Each outpost has to cover a 4
km wide area.

22

Militants usually attack from more than one directions. Two thermal cameras allow observation of at least two
sides of the outpost. It is possible to increase the number of thermal cameras.
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In order to assure that the simulation model sufficiently serves its purpose, it must go through
a verification and validation process. Validation is the process of determining if the model and its
assumptions that relate to the real systems being represented are true (Tolk (a), 2012).
Verification is the process of determining if the conceptual model was implemented without
errors. Details on the verification and validation of the model are given in Appendix C.
Outcomes
Two most important outcomes from the model (the outcomes box in Figure 3.1) are the
interdiction rate of militant infiltration attempts which is used to evaluate the performance of
policy options with respect to militant infiltration attempts and the number of soldier casualties
in outposts which is used to evaluate the performance of the policy options with respect to
militant attack missions. The list of outcomes collected from the simulation replications is given
in Appendix D.
A Java programming language-based application was developed and used for the simulation
study. A total of 150 militant infiltration missions and 100 attack missions against each of the
three platoons (300 attack missions in total) are run on the baseline scenario and on the preferred
locations policy option. The rest of the policy options are evaluated by running 78 militant
infiltration missions23 and 78 militant attack missions so that each of the three outposts are tested
against a militant attack mission 26 times.
The nine policy options in Table 3.1 are all evaluated with respect to two simulation
outcomes: the number of soldier casualties during attack missions and the percentage of
23

The number of iterations per case is selected by first running the baseline case 300 times to have a good first
estimate of the standard error of the number of soldier casualties in outposts. Then, the number of replications that
are necessary to detect at least one soldier casualty difference is calculated, which is 78. The details of the
calculation are given in the next chapter. For the details of the method to calculate the necessary replications, see
Law 2007.
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infiltration missions during which soldiers open fire on militants. The genetic algorithm
minimizes the number of soldier casualties to determine the best location to relocate outposts.
Other outcomes from the simulation runs include the number militant casualties, soldier
casualties, the percentage of militant attack teams intercepted before they reached their target
outpost and whether any militants were able to reach behind outposts. These outcomes help
understand more about the simulation replications. In addition to these outcomes each of the ten
policy options have an associated cost. The policy option with the lowest cost per soldier
casualty reduction and per unit increase in the chances of militant interdiction in militant
infiltration missions is recommended.
The outcomes from the baseline case and the first policy option will be compared to answer
the first policy question: Is it possible to find better locations for platoons so as to minimize
soldier casualties? If the average casualty score from the first policy option are significantly
smaller than the average casualty score from the first policy option, then it is possible to reduce
soldier casualties by changing the locations of the outpost. The average soldier casualties in
outposts and infiltration interdiction rates from the policy options with just more soldiers will be
compared to outcomes from the policy options with unattended ground sensors to answer the
second research question: To what degree can sensor networks be helpful to decrease soldier
casualties and help intercept infiltrators? Same outcomes from the policy options with only more
soldiers will be compared to outcomes from the policy options with foreign border guards to
answer the third research question: Is there a benefit to sharing information from border security
personnel on the Iraqi side of the border? Finally, the costs of the policy options will be
compared to answer the last research questions: What are the most cost-effective policy
alternatives?
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4. Comparison of Current and Preferred Locations

This chapter compares the baseline outpost locations and the preferred outpost locations in
terms of infiltration results and estimated average soldier casualties. First, the chapter includes a
discussion of the results from militant infiltration missions in the baseline and the preferred
locations cases. Because preventing infiltrations is the primary mission of border security forces,
a policy option in which the border cannot be controlled effectively is not acceptable from a
policy perspective. Second, the baseline average soldier casualty during attack missions is
estimated. Then, preferred outpost locations are found using a genetic algorithm to minimize the
average soldier casualties.24 The result of the baseline and preferred locations are then compared
and analyzed. These two cases will also be compared in terms of how far the militants were able
to approach each target outpost before soldiers detected them. Examining the furthest
penetration to each target outpost and the visibility around each outpost provides insights into
why the preferred locations were selected and why there is a difference between soldier
casualties in the baseline and the preferred locations cases.

Baseline results
This section presents the results from the baseline simulation runs, compares the results to
historical data and details the calculation of the sample size that is used to evaluate the
subsequent policy options.

24

Details of the genetic algorithm are described in Appendix A.
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The baseline scenario reflects the assumptions about the current state of security along the
segment of the Turkish-Iraqi border studied in this dissertation. The baseline policy locations of
the border outposts are given in Figure 4.1. The green line is the Turkish-Iraqi border. Light blue
areas are visible from the positions around the outposts and observation posts. Dark regions are
outposts’ area of responsibility. Orange lines delimit the regions within which the optimization
algorithm searched for a better location for each outpost.

Figure 4.1 Baseline locations of outposts

Infiltration results in the preferred locations case
Protecting the border from infiltrations is very challenging. There are only three outposts
with 50 soldiers per outpost, of which at least 26 are located in or around the outpost leaving
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three ambush teams to protect the 9.3 km border. Militants know the locations of outposts and
observation posts and avoid these when planning their infiltration. But militant infiltration
missions pose an additional challenge to that of militant attack missions. In an infiltration
mission militants minimize their exposure to ambush teams by avoiding the areas of
responsibility of platoons. While they try to minimize the same risk in an attack mission, the fact
that they have to get closer to an outpost means that sooner or later they will expose themselves
to the risk of running into an ambush. But in an infiltration mission, it is possible for a militant
team to avoid all ambushes. Because the soldiers do not know what kind of mission militants are
undertaking, the ambushes are randomly distributed inside the area of responsibility of their
platoon, not near the edges of this area where they might have increased probability of
interdicting militants. Under these circumstances, most infiltration attempts result in at least one
militant reaching more than three kilometers inside the Turkish border in both baseline and
preferred location cases. The location optimization did not improve the result. This outcome is
expected, because the optimization algorithm only had the goal of minimizing soldier casualties.
Even when the optimization algorithm was run with the goal of minimizing infiltrations,
inadequate resources did not allow better results in terms of preventing infiltrations.
The success of interdiction is measured by the percentage of militant infiltration missions
during which soldiers were able to engage the militants. It is an indication that soldiers not only
detected the militants but were able to intercept them before they reached beyond the area
protected by the outposts.
In the baseline case, the percentage of simulation runs with at least one militant detection was
10% higher than in the optimized case (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1 Percentage of simulation runs with at least one detected militant

Group

Number of simulation runs

Mean

Baseline

150

0.89

Preferred locations

150

0.79*

Note: * Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05.

In both cases, at least one militant is detected by thermal cameras most of the time but the
ambush teams were able to inflict casualties in only 18% of the he baseline cases and 32% of the
optimized cases (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Percentage of simulation runs with at least one militant casualty when at least one
militant is detected

Group

Number of simulation runs

Mean

Baseline

134

0.18

Preferred locations

118

0.32**

Note: * Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05.

Although militants were able to avoid detection in 10% fewer of the optimized case
replications, the probability of at least one militant casualty was higher in the preferred locations
case (Table 4.3). This suggests that the ambush teams were positioned better to be able to
interdict militants’ infiltration.

Table 4.3 Percentage of simulation runs with at least one militant casualty

Group

Number of simulation runs

Mean

Baseline

150

0.16

Preferred locations

150

0.25

Note: * Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05.
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Table 4.4 shows that in the preferred locations case, the probability of an engagement with
the militants increase after relocation, supporting the conclusion from Table 4.3. But relocation
itself still does not substantially increase the risk of infiltration for militants.

Table 4.4 Percentage of simulation runs with an engagement

Group

Number of simulation runs

Mean

Baseline

150

0.19

Preferred locations

150

0.27

Relocating the outposts did not significantly improve the results from militant infiltration
missions. Without additional resources and early warning it is very difficult to intercept a small
team of militants who are evading soldiers. The next section compares the baseline results with
the preferred locations case in terms of soldier casualties.
Casualty results in the preferred locations case
Casualty results of the baseline scenario are summarized in Table 4.5. Note that the column
labeled “All Outposts” is the average of the results for the 3 outputs rather than the sum across
the outposts. Each row summarizes different casualty results. The last three columns summarize
the results from each of the three outposts. The standard deviations of casualties are in brackets.
For example in the first row, the highest estimated average soldier outpost casualties is 4.9 for
the first outpost, followed by the third outpost at 3.9 and the second outpost at 2.4. Standard
deviations of soldier outpost casualties are 4.3, 2.7 and 4.4. The average across all of the outposts
is 3.7 casualties. The estimated average number of ambush team casualties is only 1 for the first
outpost, 2.2 for the third outpost and 1.8 for the second outpost. The numbers suggest that, for
the first outpost, it is the soldiers inside the outpost who bore the burden of stopping militant
attacks rather than the soldiers in ambush teams. Standard deviation of soldier outpost casualties
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is high for all outposts, when compared to their mean. The variation in outpost casualties results
from whether the attacking militant team was intercepted by an ambush team before they were
able to reach the outpost. When the attacking militant team was interdicted, there were fewer
soldier casualties in the outposts. There are no far position casualties in any of the simulation
runs. This is expected because the model assumes that militants know the locations of all
observation positions and avoid them to reach the outposts. Militant casualties do not change
across attacks against different outposts, suggesting that the soldiers were almost equally
effective in inflicting casualties on militants but suffered different numbers of losses in different
outposts.

Table 4.5. Soldier and militant casualty averages for the baseline scenario

All outposts
(300 replications)

1st outposts
(100 replications)

2nd outposts
(100 replications)

3rd outposts
(100 replications)

Soldier outpost
casualties

3.7 [4]

4.9 [4.3]

2.4 [2.7]

3.9 [4.4]

Soldier ambush team
casualties

1.6 [2.8]

1.0 [2.1]

1.8 [3.0]

2.2 [3.0]

Soldier far position
casualties

0

0

0

0

Total Soldier casualties

5.4 [3.7]

5.9 [4.1]

4.2 [2.8]

6.0 [3.7]

Militant casualties

11.5 [3.6]

12.2 [3.1]

10.9 [3.9]

11.3 [3.7]

Note: Standard deviations are in brackets

A comparison of the baseline results with historical data is important to support the validity
of the simulation model. Table 4.6 provides soldier outpost casualties from attacks in which
casualties occurred for both the past (Yayman 2012, Hürriyet (a), 2011) and from the baseline
simulation. Although the two means (7 for the historical data and 5.9 for the simulation runs) are
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statistically different,25 they are, in practice, not very different. The higher average of soldier
casualties in real life might be due to differences that occur between actual attacks and our
canonical assumptions. First, in the simulation, a team of 15 militants attacks the outpost while a
larger number of militants may have actually attacked outposts in the past. Second, in the
simulation, militants only use rifles whereas indirect fire and rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs)
may have been used by militants in the past. Third, in the simulation, there are always two
thermal cameras inside the positions around the outpost although historically, the outputs may
have lacked thermal observation devices inside outposts. Finally, visibility conditions around the
outposts in real life vary much more than the visibility conditions around the three outposts in the
simulation model.

Table 4.6. Soldier casualty form the historical data and the baseline scenario

Historical Data

Baseline simulation runs with at least
one soldier casualty

Mean soldier outpost casualty

7.0

5.9

Standard deviation of soldier casualty

5.7

3.5

Number of attacks

98

189

Figure 4.2 compares the distribution of soldier outpost casualty results from the historical
data and the baseline simulation runs. Both distributions are right skewed and a KolmogorovSmirnov test suggests that the distributions are not significantly different from each other26.

25

t-test with Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.048.

26

P-value 0.309.
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Figure 4.2 Soldier platoon casualty distribution, historical data and baseline scenario

Note: Because the data only includes the militant attacks with soldier casualties, simulation runs without any soldier
casualties are excluded from the histogram.

Figure 4.3 shows the militant casualty distribution from baseline simulation runs. Militant
casualties are very high in most of the simulation runs. In almost 40% of the simulation
replications all militants are casualties. In only 21% of the replications there were fewer than 10
militant casualties and in only 8% of the replications there were fewer than 5 militant casualties.
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Figure 4.3 Militant casualty in the baseline scenario

Note: There are 300 cases in the histogram.

Statistical analysis of the historical data and the baseline scenario results suggests that the
model produces comparable results to historical data27.

27

Although this result is an indication of the accuracy of the model with respect to real world outcomes, it does
not, by itself, guarantee that the model is valid. The difficulty in comparing historical data on outpost attacks and the
baseline simulation run results is that the circumstances of each outpost attack, such as the number of soldiers inside
the targeted outpost, the number of militants in the attack, visibility conditions, the terrain around the target outpost,
weapons used by militants and soldiers, the availability of thermal cameras, can vary greatly between each attack. A
better test of model accuracy would be to focus on one real world attack against an outpost and model its
circumstances and compare the results. However this was not possible due to difficulty of accessing military
sensitive information and such detailed data.
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Achieving Statistical Significance
Before proceeding with the results for the policy options, the justification for the number of
repetitions is presented. The standard deviation of soldier casualties in the outposts (first row)
was 4 for the entire set of runs. The largest standard deviation belonged to the result from the
third outpost, 4.4. The sample size necessary to statistically determine a difference of one soldier
casualty between two different solutions where each solution is a set of locations of three
outposts is the smallest such that:
, .

In this equation,

, .

∗

.

√

is the distribution value with

1 degrees of freedom and 95%

confidence level. The absolute error equals the maximum casualty deviation of one soldier.
Setting the sample size to 78 gives enough statistical power to detect a soldier casualty difference
slightly smaller than one28.
When we set the sample size for a solution to 78 each outpost is tested 26 times, enabling the
simulation to detect a difference smaller than 2 soldier casualties between two different outposts
since
, .

∗

4.408
√26

1.780.

Thus, 26 simulation replications are calculated for each outpost and each policy option variation
throughout the remainder of our analysis.

28
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0.993
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Meta Optimization results
This section provides the results from the genetic algorithm optimization that was used to
find better locations for the outposts (policy option 2 in the Table 3.1). The details of the genetic
algorithm that was used to search for better outpost locations that minimized soldier casualties
are given in Appendix B. First, the variables that are associated with fewer soldier outpost
casualties are presented. Second, overall casualty results are compared with the baseline
outcomes. Then each outpost’s new location will be compared to its location in the baseline case.
This will allow us to answer the first research question: Is it possible to find better locations for
outposts so as to minimize soldier casualties and reduce successful infiltration rate?
Meta Optimization and Factors associated with outpost casualties
In the preferred locations case, border security outposts are relocated in order to minimize
outpost soldier casualties. The outposts do not include additional resources such as additional
soldiers, unattended ground sensors or foreign border guards. In order to guide the search for
better outpost locations, a genetic algorithm was used. The reason for minimizing soldier
casualties in the outpost rather than the overall number of soldier casualties is to select outpost
locations that can reduce soldier casualties without help from ambush teams deployed outside the
outposts. We assume that each outpost is responsible for the protection of a different segment of
the border. Therefore, the search area for each outpost is restricted to the Turkish territory within
the outpost’s area of responsibility as defined by the orange lines in Figure 4.1.29

29

This constraint is necessary to prevent the algorithm from placing all outposts close to each other. When the
outposts are located next to each other, each outpost’s ambush team can provide protection to all outposts. Although
this reduces the number of soldier casualties in outposts greatly, it limits the ability of the outpost to protect long
segments of the border from militant infiltrations.
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In order to understand why specific locations had fewer outpost soldier casualties and are
therefore preferred, we use a regression to determine the relationship between events associated
with the outpost location and the resulting casualties. During the course of the optimization, 100
solutions with 300 different outpost locations were tested. The following regression equation
was applied to the results:

Where:
p: Outpost index
i: The simulation run index
: The number of soldier casualties in outpost p in simulation run i
: Closest approach of militants to platoon positions
: First detection is by a thermal camera (binary)
: First detection distance from the outpost.
: A binary variable equal to one if the militant team was fired on by an ambush team
before reaching the attack point
: A binary variable equal to one if the militant team was fired upon by a soldier in a far
position before reaching the attack point
The mean for the variables along with the standard error (in brackets) is provided in Table 4.7.
The regression reports cluster-robust standard errors because the results from the simulation runs
that involve a particular outpost are correlated with each other.
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Table 4.7. Linear regression results on soldier outpost casualties during all optimization runs

Variable

Mean [Standard errors in brackets]

Smallest distance to platoon

‐0.005**
[0.0004]

First detection is by a thermal camera (binary)

‐0.565**
[0.167]

First detection distance to platoon

‐0.0002**
[0.000]

Disrupted by ambush (binary)

‐0.240*
[0.109]

Disrupted by far position (binary)

‐0.990**
[0.150]

* Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05.
** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.

The values in Table 4.7 reveal some important outcomes. First, the closer militants needed to
approach an outpost, the fewer soldier casualties accrued. Because the accuracy of militant fire
decreases as the engagement distance grows, the farther away militants are stopped and the fewer
soldiers in the outpost are vulnerable to their fire. First detection distance is also an important
indicator of casualties. If the first detection was by a thermal camera, casualties are reduced by
0.56 on average. First detection distance is also significantly associated with fewer casualties. If
the militants are fired on by an ambush or by a far position first, there are fewer outpost
casualties. Moving on to the target outpost is very difficult for a militant team once they engage
in a firefight with an ambush team or with soldiers in a far position that occupy the hills around
the outpost.
The outpost locations that yielded the fewest number of soldier casualties were selected. In
order to capture the variation across possible militant action, the simulation evaluated 100
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militant attack attempts against each of the three optimized outpost locations for a total of 300
militant attack missions. Additionally, the simulation also determined the success of 150
militant infiltration attempts. The following tables detail the results from these simulation runs.
Table 4.8 summarizes the casualty results for the preferred locations and compares them to
the baseline case. Each row provides casualty results for different groups of agents (soldiers in
the outpost, soldiers in ambush teams, soldiers in far positions and militants). Each row is
divided in two rows that reports the results from the baseline case and the preferred locations
case. The columns refer to the different outposts. Total soldier casualties, soldier casualties in the
outpost and soldier ambush team casualties are smaller in the preferred locations solution than
they are in the baseline solution for the entire set of replications. With a confidence of 95%, the
militant casualty results are not statistically different in the preferred locations from the baseline
case. For the first outpost, total soldier casualties and platoon soldier casualties are lower but the
soldier casualties in ambush teams are higher. In this case, the selection of the outpost has
substituted soldier casualties in the outpost for soldier casualties in the ambush teams. For the
second outpost, total soldier casualties and soldier casualties in the outpost are lower but the
difference is not statistically significant. There are fewer soldier casualties in ambush teams for
the second platoon in the optimized solution compared to the baseline solution. For the last
outpost, total soldier casualties, soldier casualties in the outpost and soldier casualties in ambush
teams were all statistically lower in the preferred locations solution. Soldier casualties in far
positions in the second and third outposts are slightly higher than their baseline cases. This
suggests that in the preferred locations the far positions provide better protection from the
militants. Because the militants avoid detection from far positions while they are approaching the
outpost, they were not as successful as they were in the baseline simulation runs.
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Table 4.8. Soldier and militant casualty averages for the baseline and preferred locations

Soldier outpost
casualties

Soldier ambush
team casualties

Soldier far
position
casualties

Total Soldier
casualties

Militant
casualties

All outposts (300
replications)

1st outposts (100
replications)

2nd outposts (100
replications)

3rd outposts (100
replications)

Baseline

3.7 [4]

4.9 [4.3]

2.4 [2.7]

3.9 [4.4]

Preferred locations

1.8 [2.4]**

0.3 [0.6]**

2.3 [2.3]

2.8 [3.0]*

Baseline

1.6 [2.8]

1.0 [2.1]

1.8 [3.0]

2.2 [3.0]

Preferred locations

1.1 [2.3]**

1.9 [2.7]**(+)

0.3 [1.5]**

1 [2.2]**

Baseline

0

0

0

0

Preferred locations

0.4 [0.8]**(+)

0

1.1 [1.0]**(+)

0.3 [0.6]**(+)

Baseline

5.4 [3.7]

5.9 [4.1]

4.2 [2.8]

6.0 [3.7]

Preferred locations

3.3 [2.6]**

2.2 [2.5]**

3.7 [1.9]

4.0 [2.9]**

Baseline

11.5 [3.6]

12.2 [3.1]

10.9 [3.9]

11.3 [3.7]

Preferred locations

11.6 [4.2]

12.7 [3.4]

10.6 [5.0]

11.6 [4.0]

Note: Standard deviations in brackets
* Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05.
** Significant different than the baseline case at p<0.01.
(+) Higher in the preferred locations solution.

Figure 4.4 shows the locations of outposts found by the preferred locations together with the
locations from the baseline case. Yellow dots are outpost and near and far positions from the
baseline case and the red dots are from the preferred locations case. The first and third outposts
are farther away from the border and the second is much closer after relocation. In analyzing the
general reasons for differences between the baseline and the preferred outpost locations, a
distinction must be made between the cases in which the militants run into an ambush or are
engaged by a far position before they reach their desired outpost attack point. In these two cases,
militants begin to fire on soldiers and the resulting firefight restricts their movement towards the
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target outpost. The cases in which the initial action occurs between militants and soldiers in the
outpost allows a comparison of the outpost’s defense performance when no help from outside the
outpost is available. In the next sections, we analyze the reasons for the difference in the
outcomes between the outposts in the baseline and the preferred location cases.

Figure 4.4: Outpost locations in the baseline and preferred locations cases

Differences for the first outposts
In the baseline case, militants run into an ambush 20% of the time when they are attacking
the first outpost. In the preferred locations, case they run into an ambush 61% of the time. There
are two reasons for this. First, in the preferred location case, the first outpost is moved farther
inside Turkish territory. The extra distance that the militants must traverse increases the
likelihood of encountering an ambush team before reaching their target. Second, because the
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preferred outpost location has almost an unobstructed view, it can detect the militants earlier than
it can in the baseline case, allowing ambush teams more time to intervene before militants reach
the outpost. This is one reason why overall casualties in the preferred case are lower than the
baseline case. It is more difficult for militants to inflict casualties on ambush teams because they
do not know where the teams are. In contrast militants are assumed to know the locations of the
observation posts around the outposts, which increases the accuracy of their fire. The average
soldier casualties in the outpost, given that the militants first run into an ambush, are
significantly different between the baseline and the optimized case as can be seen in Table 4.9.
The first row in Table 4.9 summarizes the results from the baseline case and the second row
presents the results from the preferred locations case. In the preferred locations case, the mean
soldier casualties in the outpost are smaller compared to the baseline case. The outpost is farther
away from the border in the preferred location case; therefore it is more difficult for soldiers to
reach the outpost when they run into an ambush.

Table 4.9. Soldier casualties for the first outpost when militants ran into an ambush

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean

Baseline

20

1.2

Preferred locations

61

0.1*

Note: * Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.05

In order to better assess the visibility conditions around a platoon Table 4.10 summarizes the
outcomes when militants did not run into any ambushes. Table 4.10 shows that there is a
substantial reduction in the mean of soldier casualties from 5.8 to less than 1.0 when the outpost
is moved to the preferred location. There are several reasons that explain the reduced number of
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casualties for the first outpost in simulation runs when the militants are able to avoid all ambush
teams.

Table 4.10. Soldier casualties in the first outpost when militants do not run into an ambush

Group

Number of simulation Mean
replications

Baseline

80

5.8

Preferred location

39

0.7**

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.

First and foremost, militants had to start their attack from farther away due to the increased
visibility around the outpost. The average closest distance that the militants set as their attack
point was smaller in the baseline case as seen in Table 4.11. In the preferred locations case,
militants had to start their attack 66 meters farther away than the outpost on average. Starting the
attack from farther away reduces the accuracy of militant fire, reduces the likelihood that the
militants will get closer to the outpost, and therefore, reduces the probability of soldier
casualties.

Table 4.11. Distance of the point where militants set as the attack point from the first outpost

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean (m)

Baseline

100

279

Preferred location

100

345**

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.

Another way to understand the difference is by comparing the visibility conditions around
the outpost in the baseline scenario and in the preferred locations case. Figure 4.5 compares the
percentage of the area within 400 meters of the near positions around the outpost in the baseline
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(the figure on the left, red area) and preferred locations cases (the figure on the right, teal area).
In the baseline case, 56% of the area within 400 meters of the outpost was visible from at least
one of these positions and in the preferred locations case the percentage of the visible area was
65%. In the baseline scenario the visibility was particularly reduced around the southern side of
the outpost. In the preferred locations case, there was unobstructed line of sight in almost all
directions, making it more difficult for militants to come close to the outpost before the attack.

Figure 4.5. Visible locations and terrain difficulty around the first outpost
Current

Preferred locations

Note: The red and teal areas are visible from the near positions around the first outpost in the baseline and the
preferred locations cases respectively. An ambush team can be seen at the lower right corner of the preferred
locations image. Ambush teams’ locations are randomly selected.

Figure 4.6 shows the first outpost in the baseline case and in the preferred locations case. The
border is denoted by the red line that runs in the West East direction. The orange line that runs in
the North South direction delimits the region in which better locations for the first outpost were
searched. The green line is an example of an infiltration path of the militants. The preferred
locations case has a larger area within the field of view (teal area) compared to the baseline case
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(red area). The south of the baseline area is very close to the border and allows the militants to
approach the outpost with little chances of encountering an ambush team. In the preferred case,
the militants must go much farther inside the Turkish territory and cannot come as close to the
outpost as they can in the baseline case.

Figure 4.6 Comparison of baseline and preferred locations, first outpost

Militants were detected farther away from the first outpost in the preferred locations case as
shown in Figure 4.7. The colorless bars represent the frequency of the distances in meters to the
first outpost at which the militants were detected for the baseline case. Although there are cases
in which the militants were detected at distances bigger than 5.5 km, the frequency is very high
at distances below 500 meters. The orange colored bars are from the preferred locations case and
they are concentrated around 1 km - 3 km, thus representing a visually more balanced location.
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Figure 4.7. Histogram for the first detection distance in meters to target outpost

Table 4.12 summarizes the first detection distance to target outpost for the baseline and
preferred location cases. In the preferred location case the distance to the outpost at which
militants were detected is over 500 meter greater than in the baseline case. Ambush teams had
more time to intercept the militant team before they reached the outpost.

Table 4.12. First detection distance to the first outpost

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean (m)

Baseline

100

1,038

Preferred locations

100

1,566**

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.
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If we look at non-ambush cases, we see, as expected, the smallest distance from which the
militants were able to start their attack on the outpost was bigger for the preferred locations case
than it was for the baseline case (Table 4.13). In the preferred locations case, the distance is 34
meters farther away on average, indicating that the militants had to start firing from farther away.
The number of simulation replications for the two cases indicate that the militant team was able
to fire on the outpost 39 out of 100 replications in the preferred locations case, while they were
able to start firing on the outpost 80 out of 100 times in the baseline case.

Table 4.13. Distance of the point where militants start their attack from the first outpost

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean (m)

Baseline

80

216

Preferred locations

39

250**

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.

Figure 4.8 shows distribution histograms for these cases. The distances of the point from
which militants start their attack to the target outpost for the replications of the baseline are
shown in colorless bars and preferred location for replications of the case are orange colored
bars. Distances are likely to be smaller for the baseline case, indicating that militants were able to
get closer to the target outpost before firing their first shot.
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Figure 4.8. Histogram for the first militant shot on the first outpost

Once the militants and the outpost engage in fighting, militants continue to get closer to the
outpost in order to have a higher probability of inflicting casualties. Militants in the preferred
locations scenario were not able to approach the first outpost as closely as they did in the
baseline solution as seen in Table 4.14. The approximately 60% increase in distance (125 m to
192m) directly translates into a reduction in accuracy and hence, reduction in casualties that
militants are able to inflict.

Table 4.14. Smallest distance that the militants were able to reach to the first outpost (meters)

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean

Baseline

80

125 m

Preferred locations

39

192** m

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01.

Recalling that each outpost has two thermal cameras randomly located at near positions, in
the preferred locations solution, the thermal cameras located at near positions of the first outpost
were more often the equipment that first detected the militants rather than the shorter ranged
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night-vision devices, compared to the baseline solution (Table 4.15.). This is an important factor
to call in support from the nearest ambush team early enough to interrupt militants.

Table 4.15. Average number of simulation runs in which a soldier with a thermal camera detected
the first militant in the first outpost

Group

Number of simulation
replications

Mean

Baseline

75

0. 7

Preferred locations

64

0.9**

Note: ** Significantly different than the baseline case at p<0.01

The bottom line is that the first outpost’s location improved in the preferred locations case
because the soldiers can better observe the surrounding area and the greater distance from the
border allows ambush teams more time to intercept the attacking militant team.
Differences between the second outposts
In the baseline base, the second outpost is vulnerable from high ground attacks from the
north east direction. There is no line-of-sight from the outpost to the area north east of the
outpost (Figure 4.9). In the preferred locations case, although visibility conditions are not as
good as they were in the preferred location for the first outpost; there are three positions on top
of the hills south of the outpost.
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Figure 4.9 - Comparison of baseline and preferred locations, second outpost

For the second outpost, soldier casualties do not differ between the baseline and the preferred
location solutions whether the militant attack is disrupted by an ambush or by a far position or
not (Table 4.16). The average outpost casualty is under one in these simulation replications,
suggesting that the outpost was safe in both cases if the militant team was interdicted. When the
militant team was not interdicted before it reached the outpost (rows three and four in Table
4.16.) the outpost casualties are the same. The preferred location did not reduce the outpost
casualty results.
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Table 4.16. Soldier casualties in the second outpost

Group

Number of simulation replications

Mean

Soldier casualties in the second outpost when militants ran into an ambush or were fired upon
from a far position in the baseline and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

51

0.8

Preferred locations

54

0.8

Soldier casualties in the second outpost when militants did not run into an ambush and were
not fired upon from a far position in the baseline and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

49

4.1

Preferred locations

46

4.0

Soldier casualties in the second outpost, all simulation replications
Baseline

100

2.4

Preferred locations

100

2.3

In the baseline case the north eastern side of the outpost is more exposed and surrounded by
high ground while other areas have better line-of-sight coverage (Figure 4.10). The preferred
location relies more on the far positions that cover most of the southern side of the outpost.

Figure 4.10. Visible locations and terrain difficulty around the second outpost in the
baseline and preferred outpost locations
Current

Preferred locations

Note: The red and teal areas are visible from the near positions around the first outpost in the baseline and the
preferred locations cases respectively. There are three positions along the southern side of the outpost in the
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preferred locations case.

The burden of stopping the militants have shifted from the ambush teams in the baseline case
to soldiers in the far positions in the preferred locations case. In the baseline solution 51% of the
militant attacks were disrupted by an ambush. The outpost is farther inside the defending country
territory in the baseline case, allowing the outposts in the area more time to detect the
approaching militants and more time to ambush teams to intercept the militants. As a result,
soldier casualties in ambush teams (1.8) are higher in the baseline case compared to the preferred
locations case (0.3), as shown in the first two rows of Table 4.17. In the preferred locations case,
the soldiers in the far positions disrupted 49% of the militant attacks and an ambush team
interdicted only 5% of the militant attacks. After being disrupted by a far position, the militants
engage the soldiers before reaching their attack location. The tradeoff for this set up is that the
soldiers in far positions suffer more casualties, as shown in the third and fourth rows in Table
4.17. There are zero casualties in far positions in the baseline case and 1.1 casualties in far
positions in the preferred locations case.

Table 4.17. Average soldier casualties in ambush teams and in far positions in the second outpost

Group

Number of simulation replications

Mean

Baseline, ambush teams

100

1.8

After relocation, ambush teams

100

0.3**

Baseline, far positions

100

0

After relocation, far positions

100

1.1**

** Significant different than the baseline solution at p<0.01.

Differences between the third outposts
The third outpost in the baseline solution was the one with the highest number of outpost
casualties. Figure 4.11 shows the baseline location of the third outpost. It is very close to the
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border, and it is vulnerable to fire from higher ground. The preferred location of the outpost is on
the top of the hill, shown in teal color in Figure 4.11. The visible location around the outpost is
not larger in the preferred locations case, but the militant teams do not have the advantage of
attacking from higher ground in the preferred locations case. The result is a reduction in soldier
casualties in the outpost in simulation runs when militants were not intercepted.

Figure 4.11 - Comparison of baseline and preferred locations, third outpost

As in the case of the first outpost there is not a significant difference in soldier casualties in
the outpost when militants run into an ambush (Table 4.18) but there is a significant reduction in
soldier casualties in the outpost when militants are able to reach the outpost for their attack (third
and fourth rows of Table 4.18).
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Table 4.18. Soldier casualties in the third outpost

Group

Number of simulation replications

Mean

Soldier casualties in the third outpost when militants ran into an ambush in the baseline
and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

61

1.5

After relocation

33

0.4

Soldier casualties in the third outpost when militants do not run into an ambush in the
baseline and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

39

7.6

After relocation

67

4.0**

** Significant different than the baseline solution at p<0.01.

Figure 4.12 shows the areas surrounding the outposts in the baseline and preferred locations
cases. In the baseline case, militants had the advantage of approaching and firing on the third
outpost from a higher position. Militants’ initial attack positions were on average 52 meters
above the third outpost in the baseline case. In the optimized case, there are no points that
oversee the outpost because the position is on top of the hill. Therefore the militants were on
average 52 meters below the outpost elevation when they started their attack. This limited their
effect on the soldiers in near positions and especially on the reserve forces that are behind the
near positions.
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Figure 4.12 Visible locations and terrain difficulty around the second outpost in the baseline and
preferred outpost locations

Baseline

Preferred Locations

Note: The red and teal areas are visible from the near positions around the first outpost in the baseline and the
preferred locations cases respectively.

Table 4.19 shows that when the militants did not run into an ambush soldiers at the outpost
have suffered fewer casualties in the preferred locations case whether they are in near position or
reserve mission.

Table 4.19. Soldier reserve and near position casualties in the third outpost

Group

Number of simulation replications

Mean

Soldier reserve casualties in the third outpost when militants do not run into an ambush in the
baseline and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

39

3.3

Preferred location

67

0.8**

Soldier near casualties in the third outpost when militants do not run into an ambush in the
baseline and preferred outpost location cases
Baseline

39

4.4

Preferred location

67

3.1**

** Significant different than the baseline solution at p<0.01.
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Although relocating the third outpost on top of the hill can reduce the number of soldier
casualties, it also means that militants can approach the outpost by using the precipice of the hill
as cover. This is why the soldier casualties in the third outpost in the preferred locations case are
much higher than the first outpost in the preferred locations case. Figure 4.13 shows the
distribution of the distances of militants to the target outpost when they first started their attack.
Militants were able to come very close to the third outpost compared to the first outpost in the
preferred location case.

Figure 4.13 Histogram for the first militant shot on the first and third outposts in the
preferred locations case

Summary
The analysis in this section aimed to answer the first research question: Is it possible to find
better locations for platoons so as to minimize soldier casualties? The analysis suggests that it is
indeed possible to relocate the outposts so that they are not as vulnerable to militant fire. For the
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first outpost, relocation increased the area visible from the outpost, allowing timely intervention
of ambush teams to militants. The second outpost is very vulnerable to fire from higher ground
in the baseline case. In the preferred locations, its southern part is protected by positions on
hilltops. But, the reduction in soldier casualties in this outpost is not statistically significant. The
third outpost has the highest number of soldier casualties in the baseline case. It is close to the
border and vulnerable to attacks from higher ground. In the preferred case, the outpost is on top
of a hill, which prevents militants from achieving higher ground. In terms of preventing
infiltrations, the preferred locations case does not perform better than the baseline case. No
matter where the outposts are placed, there are only three ambush teams available in the entire
area. Protecting the border without additional resources is extremely difficult. Relocating the
outposts did not result in a significant increase in the percentage of militant infiltration attempts
interdicted. The next section presents the militant infiltration and soldier outpost casualty results
from the policy options with more resources.
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5. The Impact of Additional Resources

This chapter compares the results from nine different border policy options and the baseline
case. The border security resource levels used in these policy options are summarized in Table
3.1. In the following figures (Figures 5.1 to 5.9) red bars represent the results from the policy
option to add no soldiers, 40 soldiers and 80 soldiers to each outpost. Blue bars represent the
results from using unattended ground sensors that cover the entire length of the border and
adding no soldiers, 40 soldiers and 80 soldiers to each outpost. Green bars represent the results
from using foreign border guards and adding no soldiers, 40 soldiers and 80 soldiers to each
outpost.
Infiltration Results in Additional Resource Policy Options
There are three important metrics to assess the performance of the policy options to prevent
infiltrations. The first one is the percentage of militant infiltration missions with at least one
militant reaching 3 km inside Turkish territory30. Preventing all militants from infiltrating is very
difficult. In each militant infiltration mission, there is only one team of five militants who retreat
as soon as they receive fire. Militants circumvent the area where the fire is coming from and
continue infiltrating. Even though a militant reaches 3 km inside the border area it is possible
that militants suffer more casualties while trying. Therefore, a second metric, average militant
casualties, is presented. Because the main purpose of soldiers is not to inflict casualties on
militants but to engage them or to capture them, a third metric, the percentage of infiltration

30

The first three kilometers of the border are under the responsibility of the border security outposts.
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missions during which soldiers were able to open fire on the militant group, is used. The third
metric is the primary performance measure for evaluating the policy options in scenarios with an
infiltration mission.
Figure 5.1 gives the percentage of successful infiltration attempts for different policy options.
The decrease in the percentage of successful infiltrations is statistically significant in all policy
options except in the preferred location and adding only 40 soldiers to the baseline.

Figure 5.1 Militant infiltration missions, percentage of at least one militant reaching
beyond 3kms

Note: ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01.

Without sensors or foreign border guards, increasing the total number of ambush teams to
seven does not significantly decrease the percentage of successful infiltrations. But further
increase in the number of soldiers from three ambush teams to thirteen ambush teams causes a
statistically significant decrease of successful infiltrations. When soldiers cannot get information
from sensors or from foreign border guards, more ambush teams are needed to be able to
interdict militants. Militants have evasive behavior and their path is more difficult to predict than
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in the attack missions which is directed at one of the outposts. Moreover, although militants do
not know the exact locations of ambush teams, they still avoid the areas of responsibility of
platoons. This minimizes their risk of encountering an ambush team. Interdiction of a militant
team with fewer ambush teams requires better intelligence on militant movements.
The results suggest that unattended ground sensors can provide that intelligence. When a
militant team crosses the border, sensors detect the movement and the closest ambush team is
sent to interdict the militants. When there are three ambush teams in the area (same number as
the baseline policy option), unattended ground sensors bring down the percentage of successful
infiltrations. The decreases in the 5th policy option and in the 6th policy option are not statistically
significant despite the fact that there are four more ambush teams and ten more ambush teams in
the area respectively. The availability of additional ambush teams increases the probability that
the ambush team sent for interdiction is closer to the militant team and it has increased chance of
a combat encounter with it (see Figure 5.3). But only one ambush team is sent for interdiction as
soon as a sensor detects a militant and there are no additional requests to send additional ambush
teams from sensors31. Additional ambush teams do not significantly increase the chances that the
militant team will be stopped because additional ambush teams do not contribute to the
interdiction effort unless the militant team passes through the territory they are protecting.
Intelligence from foreign border guards is more effective than the intelligence from sensors.
When there are three ambush teams in the area (same number as the baseline policy option),
foreign border guards bring down the percentage of successful infiltrations. The decrease in the

31

If militants are detected by a soldier in one of the outposts, another ambush team is sent after them. But this is not
as effective as sensors. The militants know where the outposts are and avoid the responsibility areas of outposts.
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8th policy option is not statistically significant32 but the decrease in the 9th policy option is
statistically significant33. Unlike in the sensor policy options, thirteen ambush teams perform
better than three in stopping all infiltrators. There are two reasons for this outcome. First, the
foreign border guards detect militants while they are still in the neighboring country, allowing
the closest ambush team to interdict earlier than in the policy options with unattended ground
sensors which have to be inside Turkish territory. Second, the foreign border guards keep
updating the soldiers on the location and bearing of militants. If the militants change their course,
a new ambush team can be sent to interdict the militant team if it is closer to the militant team’s
path.
The preferred location case does not reduce the successful infiltration attempts significantly
from the baseline policy levels. This is an expected result because the optimization algorithm
only minimizes the number of soldier casualties inside outposts. Without additional resources,
stopping all five militants with evasive behavior is extremely difficult at night.
Even if an infiltration attempt is a success, militants might have suffered casualties. Figure
5.2 summarizes the average militant casualties during militant infiltration missions. There are
five militants in each infiltration mission and the average militant casualty goes up to 2.3 when
foreign border guards and additional 80 soldiers per outpost are added. Except the second policy
option in which only four ambush teams are added to the area, all policy options have
statistically significant increases in average militant casualties compared to the baseline policy
option. Results on militant casualties are parallel to successful infiltration results. Without
sensors or foreign border guards, increasing the total number of ambush teams to seven does not

32

p=0.16.

33

P=0.014.
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significantly increase the average number of militant casualties. A further increase in the number
of soldiers from three ambush teams to thirteen ambush teams causes a statistically significant
increase in the average militant casualties34. When unattended sensors are used, the average
militant soldier casualties increase but a further increase in the number of ambush teams do not
cause a statistically significant increase. The only statistically significant increase in militant
casualties occurs when foreign border guards are used and the number of ambush teams is
increased to thirteen. In the foreign border guard policy option with 130 soldiers in each outpost
the average militant casualty is statistically significantly higher than the baseline policy option35.
As in the successful infiltration result, the preferred outpost locations do not increase the average
militant casualties.

Figure 5.2. Militant infiltration missions: Average militant casualties

Note: ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01.

34

p=0.0004.

35

p=0.0148.
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Although the percentage of militant infiltration missions that are successful and the average
number of militant casualties are important metrics to capture the performance of different
policies against militant infiltration mission, the main purpose of the soldiers is to engage the
militants not necessarily inflict casualties on them. Therefore, the percentage of infiltration
missions with an engagement is used as the primary metric to measure the performance of
different policy options with regard to militants’ infiltration missions. The results are given in
Figure 5.3. All policy options except adding 40 soldiers to the baseline result in a statistically
significant increase in the percentage of infiltration missions with an engagement. In the baseline
policy option, during only 19% of the infiltration attempts soldiers are able to open fire against
the militants. Unattended ground sensors and foreign border guards raise this percentage to 41%
and to 49% respectively with baseline soldier levels. Sensors provide early detection and allow
the nearest ambush team to move in for interception. The foreign border guards not only provide
earlier detection, but they update the location and direction of militants and allow different
ambush teams to attempt interdiction.
Without sensors or foreign border guards, there is no further increase in the percentage of
infiltration missions with a combat encounter when the number of ambush teams is increased to
seven from three. Militants avoid outpost areas of responsibility to the extent possible and
without early detection; a randomly located ambush team must be close to the militants’ path to
be able to interdict them. It takes an increase from three to thirteen ambush teams in the area to
increase the percentage of engaging the militants to 35% from 19%36.
When unattended ground sensors are used, keeping the number of soldiers at baseline levels,
it is possible to achieve a significant increase in the probability of interdiction. When the

36

p=.0076.
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militants cross the border, the ambush team closest to their location is sent to the sensor that
detected the militants. Therefore, at least one ambush team moves for interception rather than
passively waiting for infiltrators to pass through its vicinity. Increasing the ambush teams from
three to seven in the fifth policy option increases the probability of interdicting the militant team.
With thirteen ambush teams in the area in policy option six, there is no further increase. Only
one ambush team is sent to intercept the militants and additional ambush teams do not contribute
to the interdiction effort, unless their random location is close to militant’s infiltration path. That
is why increasing the number of ambush teams from seven to thirteen in the unattended ground
sensors policy options do not result in a statistically significant increase. However, the result is
much better than the options with just soldiers.
The advantage of just the intelligence from foreign border guards results in an interdiction
probability of 49%, higher than the baseline and fourth policy options with the same number of
soldiers. This is caused by the earlier warning on militant movements from the foreign border
guards who use thermal cameras inside the Iraqi territory. Moreover, the foreign border guards
keep updating the soldiers on the militants’ location and direction, enabling the interdicting
ambush team to update its own path. Increasing the number of ambush teams from three to seven
does not result in a statistically significant increase in the probability of interdiction. It is not
significantly different from the similar policy with sensors and the same number of ambush
teams. But increasing the number to thirteen causes the best result among all policy options37.
The result suggests that to take further advantage of the intelligence on militant movements from
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The p-value for the difference test between the seventh and eight policy options is 0.8727. The p-value for the
difference test between the seventh and the ninth policy option is 0.0233.
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the foreign border guards more ambush teams are needed. This allows better pursuit of militants
even when they avoid one ambush team, as additional ambush teams can move for interception.

Figure 5.3 Militant infiltration missions, percentage of infiltration missions with an
engagement

Note: **Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01.

Additional resources can dramatically improve the probability that an infiltrating militant
team will be interdicted. The next section presents the results from militant attack missions when
additional resources are used.
Casualty Results in Additional Resource Policy Options
Adding more resources generally reduces outpost casualties but the effects depend on the
location of the outposts. Figures 5.4 to 5.9 summarize soldier outpost casualty results in
additional resource policy options, shown in the same order as the previous outcome figures. The
baseline and the preferred location results of militant attacks come from 300 simulation
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replications (100 repetitions against each outpost) and other results come from 78 simulation
runs (26 repetitions against each outpost).
Casualty Results in the First Outpost in Additional Resource Policy Options
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show the outpost casualty results and the percentage of militant teams
intercepted for the first outpost, respectively. To provide a more thorough understanding of the
results, we consider the impact of each class of resources for both of these measures. We begin
with adding more soldiers. Without unattended ground sensors or foreign border guards,
additional ambush teams reduce the average number of soldier casualties in the first outpost but
the differences from the baseline are not statistically significant , because Figure 5.5 shows that
the percentage of militant teams intercepted before reaching the first outpost increases only
marginally38. The first outpost is close to the border and without early warning, additional
ambush teams cannot intercept the attacking militant team. Another reason for the lack of
significant increase in the ambush team’s interception is the random selection of their location.
Unless an ambush team happens to be between the outpost and the militant team approaching
from Iraq, it is difficult for the ambush team to intercept the militant team without early warning.
That is why increasing the number of ambush teams decreases the outpost casualties only by a
small amount, without a statistically significant result.

38

p=0.45 for both tests.
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Figure 5.4. Militant attack missions: Average soldier casualties in the first outpost

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01

Figure 5.5. Militant attack missions (1st outpost): Percentage of militant attacks disrupted

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01
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With unattended ground sensors, the average number of casualties drops but the difference
from the baseline policy option is still not statistically significant39. The average results are better
than without the UGSs because the sensors provide early warning on the approach of militants. It
takes additional ambush teams to benefit from the sensors’ early detection of militants. The
average soldier casualties drop when the first outpost has two ambush teams and even more
significantly with four ambush teams. Early sensor warning with more ambush teams increase
the probability that the ambush team sent to interdict the militants will be able to reach the
militant team before reaching the first outpost. The percentage of militant interdiction also rises
in these cases because the sensors provide early warning to ambush teams.
In the baseline with foreign border guards, the average soldier casualties drops although the
outpost has only one ambush team. Foreign border guards provide earlier warning than
unattended ground sensors. At the baseline soldier numbers the number of interdiction increases
by 2.5 times over the baseline. It is also considerably higher than the 31% probability of
interdiction when unattended ground sensors are used with one ambush team. An additional
ambush team greatly decreases the average soldier casualty but further increase in soldiers does
not improve the results. It is difficult to improve the result beyond the fraction achieved with
foreign border guards and an additional ambush teams. The reason is the already high probability
of interdiction, which is 88%, much higher than the sensors policy option with three ambush
teams40. There are two reasons for the much higher interdiction rate. First, the ambush team sent
to interdict the militants starts its movement earlier than when sensors detect the militants.
39

p=0.22.
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Note that the 3rd, 6th and 9th policy options have a total of fourteen ambush teams in the area. The ambush team
that is closest to the detected militants or is in a better position to interdict the militants is sent for interception,
regardless of which outpost the team belongs to. Therefore there is some degree of mutual protection among the
platoons. Still if the militants are closer to one outpost, presence of more ambush teams from other outposts is not
likely to be helpful during militant attack missions.
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Second, the ambush team keeps receiving updates on the militant team’s movement from foreign
border guards, an advantage lacking in the sensor policy options. This increases the accuracy of
the ambush team’s interdiction path. If at least one ambush team is close enough to the militant’s
path, additional ambush teams do not contribute to the interdiction effort, unless the militants run
into an ambush team by chance.
The lowest soldier casualty result belongs to policy option relocating the outposts to the
preferred locations. As detailed in Chapter 4, the preferred location of the first outpost provides
an unobstructed line of sight in all directions and it is further inside the Turkish territory. These
factors make approaching the outpost very difficult for militant teams. It takes early intelligence
from foreign border guards and additional ambush teams to reduce the average number of
casualties down to the estimated averages in the preferred location policy option. The probability
of interdicting ambush teams increases to 61%. The high probability suggests that if the outposts
have good visibility conditions they can rely on their own assets for early detection and
interdiction of militants. At the current location of the first outpost, this is not the case.
Casualty Results in the Second Outpost in Additional Resource Policy Options
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show the outpost casualty results and the percentage of militant teams
intercepted for the second outpost. As in the first outpost case, without unattended ground
sensors or foreign border guards, adding 40 more soldiers reduces the average number of soldier
casualties, but the difference is not statistically significant41. Unlike the first outpost, the average
casualty drops below 1 when the number of ambush teams is four42. The second outpost is
farther away from the border compared to the first outpost. The probability that at least one of its
41

p=0.08.

42

The decrease is statistically significant (p<0.01).
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four ambush teams is located along the militant team’s approach path is greater. Moreover, if a
soldier from another outpost detects the approaching militant team, the ambush teams have more
time to intercept the militant team which has to go farther.
With unattended ground sensors, the average number of casualties drops and the difference
can be considered statistically significant. Sensors can greatly leverage the advantage of being
farther away from the border because the ambush teams have more time to intervene. The
estimated percentage of militant teams intercepted in the fourth policy option is 30% higher than
the baseline cases with the same number of soldiers. An additional ambush team provides
slightly better chances of interdiction on average and reduces the average soldier casualties but
the difference is not statistically significant. Even the addition of two more ambush teams to the
second outpost does not further increase the already very high probability of interdiction. The
soldier casualty average decreases slightly after adding three ambush teams. Only one ambush
team is sent to intercept the militant team when sensors alert the outpost of an approaching
militant. When the distance of the outpost from the border gives the ambush team enough time to
prevent the infiltrators increased numbers of ambush teams do not contribute to the effort.
The foreign border guard options reduce the estimated average soldier casualties from their
baseline equivalents, although progressively less as the number of soldiers increases. The
probabilities of interception increases significantly. One additional ambush team does not
decrease the casualty rate significantly. The decrease with the addition of two ambush teams is
only marginally significant43. Just as in the sensors case, when an ambush team can reliably
interdict militants, achieving better results with additional ambush teams is possible but difficult.

43

p=0.046.
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The decrease in average soldier casualties likely comes from increased possibility that the
militant team will run into an ambush by chance during its travel toward the target outpost.
The preferred location policy option relocates the second outpost closer to the border. The
southern side of the outpost is protected by a series of far positions on hilltops, as detailed in
chapter four. But the protection by the far positions cannot reduce the soldier casualties, although
the far positions interdict the militant teams 49% of the time. The reason is the proximity of these
far positions to the outpost. Even if a militant team is interdicted by an ambush team or by a far
position, militants can push ahead and attack the outpost if the outpost is close. The proximity to
the border creates a similar effect for the third outpost.

Figure 5.6. Militant attack missions: Average soldier casualties in the second outpost

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01
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Figure 5.7. Militant attack missions (2nd outpost): Percentage of militant attacks disrupted

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01. In the
preferred location policy option, 41% of the militant attacks were disrupted by a far position and only 5 percent were
disrupted by an ambush.

Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show the outpost casualty results and the percentage of militant teams
intercepted for the third outpost. The third outpost is next to the border in its current location.
The policy options other than foreign border guards and preferred locations option do not result
in a consistent decrease in soldier casualties, despite the high percentage of militant interdictions
across all policy options (Figure 5.9). The reason is that even when a militant team is interrupted
by an ambush team, the militant team can keep attacking the outpost if the outpost is near.
Because the militants come from Iraq and the outpost is very close the border, it is difficult for
additional ambush teams to prevent the militant team from attacking the outpost.
Without unattended ground sensors, adding two ambush teams to the third outpost decreases
the estimated average soldier casualties44. However, adding another two teams does not further

44

p=0.02.
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decrease the average soldier casualties. The militant interdiction rate does not increase
significantly in the second policy option or in the third policy option.
A similar pattern is true for the policy options with unattended ground sensors. The estimated
average of soldier casualties does not drop significantly in any of these policy options. The
ground sensors are located along the border and the outpost is too close to the border for the
sensors to provide early warning against militants.
Foreign border guards can provide earlier warning and the lower average soldier outpost
casualties reflect that benefit. The estimated average for soldier casualties in the seventh policy
option is significantly lower than the baseline. The militant team interdiction rate is also
significantly higher. Because the ambush teams can move inside the Iraqi territory to intercept
the militants, proximity to the border is less of a disadvantage when there is early warning about
the approach of the militants. Additional ambush teams do not further reduce the average soldier
casualties significantly and do not increase the interdiction probability. This is because one
ambush team is sent to interdict the militants. If the militants avoid the ambush team the can
reach the outpost quickly before another ambush team can move in to intercept.
The preferred location policy option reduces the average number of casualties without
additional resources. As detailed in Chapter 4, the preferred location option relocates the outpost
to the top of the hill and makes approaching the outpost very difficult for the militant team. The
advantage of attacking the outpost from higher ground is also lost when the outpost is relocated.
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Figure 5.8. Militant attack missions: Average soldier casualties in the third outpost

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01

Figure 5.9. Militant attack missions (3rd outpost): Percentage of militant attacks disrupted

Note: *Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.05. ** Significantly different from the baseline at p<0.01. In the
tenth policy option, 26% of the militant attacks were disrupted by ambush teams and 7 percent were disrupted by a
far position.

Overall, using additional resources result in a reduction in average soldier casualties in the
outposts. Each of the eight policy options (2 to 9) reduce these casualties by increasing the
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probability that ambush teams interdict the approaching militant team as far away from the target
outpost as possible before it can reach the target outpost. Two important requirements for the
increased probability of interdiction are the availability of additional ambush teams and early and
accurate information on approaching militants. Increasing the number of ambush teams helps on
average, because the militants have increased risk of running into one of these teams as they
close in on the outpost. Early warning enables one of the ambush teams to move towards the
militant team rather than waiting passively. Accurate information on militant movements
increases the success probability of soldier ambush teams to encounter the militant team.
Adding 40 more soldiers to outposts (second policy option) reduces the average soldier
casualties in all three outposts. Without early warning however the effect is small and further
addition of two ambush teams (third policy option) does not further decrease the casualties for
the outpost that are closer to the border, the first and third outpost. The third policy option works
better for the second outpost. Because the militant team has to travel much longer inside the
Turkish territory, additional ambush teams have a greater chance of being on the militants’ path.
The policy option of using unattended ground sensors along the border with no additional
ambush teams reduces the outpost casualties substantially for the second outpost because of its
distance to the border. This policy option does not decrease the soldier casualties in the first and
third outposts which are very close to the border. The only ambush teams available to these
outposts do not have enough time to reach the militants after they already crossed the border.
The fifth and sixth policy options with additional ambush teams decrease casualties in the first
outpost, as the probability that at least one ambush team is along the militant path increases. The
effect of these policy options in the second outpost is similar but more limited compared to the
first outpost because the militant interdiction rate is already very high. The fifth and sixth policy
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options have an inconsistent impact on the casualties in the third outpost due to its proximity to
the border. The warning provided by the sensors does not give the same advantage to ambush
teams as it does in the first two outposts. The seventh policy option with the foreign border
guards consistently gives better results for all outposts. This is especially true for the first and
third outposts45, because the early warning provided to them mitigates the vulnerability to
militant attacks that comes from being near the border. The addition of ambush teams to outposts
improves the results for the first two outposts. Adding one ambush team (eighth policy option)
decreases outpost casualties in the first outpost by raising the probability of interception. Because
the interdiction probability is already very high in the second and third outposts with the foreign
guard policy option adding 40 more soldiers does not increase the probability of interdiction. As
a result the casualty levels stay the same46. The ninth policy option adds two more ambush teams
to each outpost. Soldier casualties do not decrease in the first and third outposts but causes a
slight decrease for the second outpost. The four ambush teams dedicated to the second outpost
have the highest probability of interdiction of all policy options. Militant teams spend the most
amount of time in the area of responsibility of the second outpost and additional ambush teams
have more probability of interdiction.
Resource and Performance for Both Mission Types
Figure 5.10 summarizes the primary outcomes from the militant attack missions on its
vertical axis and the militant infiltration mission on its horizontal axis. More specifically, the
values on the vertical axis are the average soldier casualties in outposts during militant attack
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The reduction in the estimated averages are 2.9, 1.3 and 2 for the first, second and third outposts respectively,
with p values 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04.

46

Casualty averages are 1.1 in the seventh policy option and 0.9 in the eighth policy option for the second outpost
and 1.9 in the seventh policy option and 1.6 in the eighth policy option for the third outpost.
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missions and the values on the horizontal axis are the percentages of militant infiltration missions
when soldiers were able to locate and open fire on the militant group. The closer a policy option
is to the lower right corner of the table, the better its performance. According to the figure, the
baseline policy option, in which the outposts are at their current locations and there is only one
ambush team available to each outpost, is the worst performing policy option (located on the
upper left corner of Figure 5.10). Foreign border guards with 80 additional soldiers per outpost
gives the best results (located on the lower right side of Figure 5.10). Foreign border guards can
detect militants while the militants are still outside of Turkey. This allows the communication of
the militant group’s location and bearing, the estimation of the militant’s path, so that ambush
team can be dispatched to intercept the militants. Foreign border guards can also update the
soldiers’ information on militants’ movements as long as there is an unobstructed line of sight
between them and the militants. Additional ambush teams increase the chances that an ambush
team is in a location to move and intercept the approaching militants.
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Figure 5.10 Results of two militant missions: Average soldier outpost casualties in militant
attack missions and percentage of infiltration missions with an engagement

The performance comparison provides answers to the second and third research questions:
To what degree can sensor networks be helpful to decrease soldier casualties and help intercept
infiltrators? The analysis suggests that that early detection of militants at the border increases the
chances that they are interdicted by an ambush team. Therefore, soldier casualties in the outposts
decrease and soldiers are more likely to find militants and engage them during infiltration.
The effects of sensors are highest for the second outpost, which is far enough from the border
to benefit from the sensors’ early warning. Sensors are not very useful for the third outpost
because it is very close to the border. The first outpost needs an additional ambush team to
measurably benefit from the early warning given by the sensors.
The third research question is: Is there a benefit to sharing information from border security
personnel on the Iraqi side of the border? Our evaluation suggests that intelligence on militant
movements and updates about those movements can reduce soldier casualties in outposts and
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increase the chances that militant infiltration teams will be interdicted. Without the direction
from foreign border guards, the same number of soldiers per outpost can only increase the
probability of militant infiltration team interdiction to 35%. In militant attack missions, the
foreign border guard option always gives the lowest average of soldier casualties at each soldier
level for each outpost, except for the preferred locations case.
The next section calculates the cost of different policy options and compares them from an
incremental cost-benefit perspective.

Cost of Alternative Security Options
The costs of the policy options are evaluated together with their performance. Policy options
have greatly varying costs and have an impact on the feasibility of the policy recommendations
within a fiscally constrained decision framework. This section provides a cost assessment of each
policy option and compares the cost of one unit of performance measure across policy options.
The annual cost for an additional soldier includes compensation and other expenditures for
food, lodging and uniforms. The monthly compensation offered by the Turkish Land Forces to a
soldier serving as a contracted private in Hakkari province which includes the study area is USD
1,363 (TL 3,000) (Hürriyet (b), 2013). Other expenditures are $5,425 per year for a soldier
(StarGazete (a), 2013). Annual maintenance cost of a 1st class outpost, which is assumed to be
representative of the Turkish border outposts in the model, is $385,011 (Turkish Defense
Ministry, 2013). The unit cost of a BAIS sensor network that includes three individual sensors is
$22,000 (Department of the Army, 2009). To cover the length of the border in the model 17
BAIS networks are used. The cost of foreign border guards includes personnel, thermal cameras
and observation outposts. The same cost for foreign border guard compensation and other
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expenditures are assumed. The annual maintenance cost of the foreign border outposts are
assumed to be equal to that of a third class outpost which has 12 personnel with a mean annual
operating cost of $174,368 (Turkish Defense Ministry, 2013). There are 6 foreign border
outposts in the model and each outpost has 12 foreign border guards. The construction cost of a
foreign outpost is assumed to be equal to the average cost of the border forts constructed in Iraq
(Newman, 2006). A $161 million project aimed at constructing 258 border forts, averaging
$624,031 per fort. For the location optimization policy option the cost of a new platoon outpost
construction is assumed to be $4 million. This figure is taken to be the high end estimate of the
platoon construction cost for the new outposts constructed along the Turkish-Iranian and the
Turkish-Iraqi border (Hürriyet (c), 2012). A time frame of 20 years is assumed to calculate the
average annual cost of the border security policies, with the assumption that the outposts used
will require a major maintenance every 20 years. Tables 5.1 to 5.4 give details on the cost
estimates for different policy options. In the preferred location and foreign border guard policy
options, the initial costs are higher compared to other policy options due to construction of new
outposts.

Table 5.1. Cost for the baseline policy option and additional soldiers

All costs are in USD
Soldier compensation per month
Soldier expenses per year
Outpost expenses per year (1st class)
Total annual cost
Total cost in 20 years
Average annual cost

Baseline
Unit cost Quantity
Total Cost
$
1,364
150 $ 2,454,545
$
5,455
150 $
818,182
$ 385,011
3 $ 1,155,034
$ 4,427,761
$ 88,555,227
$ 4,427,761
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Baseline +40 soldiers

Baseline +80 soldiers

Quantity
Total Cost
Quantity
Total Cost
270 $ 4,418,182
390 $ 6,381,818
270 $ 1,472,727
390 $ 2,127,273
3 $ 1,155,034
3 $ 1,155,034
$ 7,045,943
$ 9,664,125
$ 140,918,864
$ 193,282,500
$ 7,045,943
$ 9,664,125

Table 5.2. Cost for the unattended ground sensors policy option and additional soldiers

UGS +0 soldiers

All costs are in USD
Soldier compensation per month
Soldier expenses per year
Outpost expenses per year (1st class)
Total annual cost
BAIS
Total cost in 20 years
Average annual cost

UGS +40 soldiers

Unit cost Quantity
Total Cost
$
1,364
150 $ 2,454,545
$
5,455
150 $
818,182
$ 385,011
3 $ 1,155,034
$ 4,427,761
$ 22,000
17 $
374,000
$ 88,929,227
$ 4,446,461

UGS +80 soldiers

Quantity
Total Cost
Quantity
Total Cost
270 $ 4,418,182
390 $ 6,381,818
270 $ 1,472,727
390 $ 2,127,273
3 $ 1,155,034
3 $ 1,155,034
$ 7,045,943
$ 9,664,125
17 $
374,000
17 $
374,000
$ 141,292,864
$ 193,656,500
$ 7,064,643
$ 9,682,825

Table 5.3. Cost for the foreign border guard policy option and additional soldiers

FBG +0 soldiers

All costs are in USD
Soldier compensation per
month
Soldier expenses per year
Outpost expenses per year
(1st class)
Foreign Border Guard
companesation per month
Foreign Border Guard
expenses per year
Foreign Border Outpost
expenses per year (3rd class)
Total annual cost
Foreign Border Outpost
Construction
Thermal Cameras
Total cost in 20 years
Average annual cost

Unit cost Quantity
Total Cost
$
1,364
150 $ 2,454,545
$
5,455
$ 385,011

FBG +40 soldiers

FBG +80 soldiers

Quantity
Total Cost
Quantity
Total Cost
270 $ 4,418,182
390 $ 6,381,818

150 $
3 $

818,182
1,155,034

270 $
3 $

1,472,727
1,155,034

390 $
3 $

2,127,273
1,155,034

$

1,364

72 $

1,178,182

72 $

1,178,182

72 $

1,178,182

$

5,455

72 $

392,727

72 $

392,727

72 $

392,727

$ 174,368

6 $

1,046,209

6 $

1,046,209

6 $

1,046,209

$ 624,031

$
6 $

7,044,880
3,744,186

$
6 $

9,663,061
3,744,186

$ 12,281,243
6 $ 3,744,186

12 $
826,418
$ 197,831,832
$ 9,891,592

12 $
826,418
$ 250,195,468
$ 12,509,773

$

68,868

12 $
826,418
$ 145,468,195
$ 7,273,410
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Table 5.4. Cost for the location optimization

All costs are in USD

Soldier compensation per
month
Soldier expenses per year
Outpost expenses per year
(1st class)
Total annual cost
New outpost construction
Total cost in 20 years
Average annual cost

Preferred locations
Unit cost
$
1,364
$
5,455
$ 385,011

$4,000,000

Quantity

Total Cost
150 $ 2,454,545
150 $
3 $

818,182
1,155,034

$ 4,427,761
3 $ 12,000,000
$ 100,555,227
$ 5,027,761

Figure 5.11 summarizes the annual cost over 20 years and average soldier outpost casualties
in militant attack missions for different policy options. We can see that the non-dominated
solutions are circled (they are the baseline policy option, unattended ground sensors and no
additional soldiers per outpost, relocating outposts to preferred locations, foreign border guards
and placing 40 additional soldiers per outpost and foreign border guards and placing 80
additional soldiers per outpost). Other solutions are not preferable because it is possible to spend
less and have the same or better performance. It is not surprising that relocation is the optimal
policy option considering the costs and the reduction in soldier casualties, because the genetic
algorithm’s goal was to minimize the soldier outpost casualties. However, the policy of
relocation is not a robust solution with respect to the infiltration mission of the militants.
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Figure 5.11. Militant attack missions: Cost/benefit of options

Figure 5.12 summarizes the annual cost over 20 years and the percentage of infiltration
missions with an engagement. The non-dominated solutions are the baseline policy options,
unattended ground sensors plus 0 soldiers, unattended ground sensors and 40 additional soldiers
and foreign border guards and 80 additional soldiers. Relocation to preferred locations is a
dominated solution for this outcome. Unattended ground sensors and 40 additional soldiers are
better positioned in both the soldier casualty outcome and militant interdiction outcome. A policy
option that is close to the non-dominated outcomes is the foreign border guards and no additional
soldiers.
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Figure 5.12 Militant infiltration missions: Cost/benefit of options
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6. Observations and Recommendations

The analysis in this dissertation addressed the policy problem of high soldier casualties in
outposts in militant attacks and militant infiltrations along the Turkish-Iraqi border. The goal is
to evaluate border security policies which might reduce these casualties and prevent infiltrations.
The policy question was formulated in four research questions: Is it possible to find better
locations for outposts so as to minimize soldier casualties? To what degree can sensor networks
be helpful to decrease soldier casualties and help intercept infiltrators? Is there a benefit to
sharing information from border security personnel on the Iraqi side of the border? What are the
most cost effective policy alternatives?
A simulation model is developed to answer the research questions. The model represents a
section of the border terrain, soldier and militant missions, sensors and foreign border guards.
Nine policy options were tested in addition to the baseline. In the baseline policy option the
outposts are at their current location. In the first policy option, the outposts are in their preferred
locations with no additional resources. The next options examine the impact of 90 and 130
soldiers, enough for 2 or 4 additional ambush teams, in each outpost. Unattended ground sensors
are also analyzed with 50, 90 and 130 soldiers in each outpost. Finally, foreign border guards and
50, 90 and 130 soldiers in each outpost are assessed. Each of the nine policy options are tested by
simulating militant infiltration missions with 5 militants and militant attack missions with 15
militants.
Two performance measures are used for evaluation: the percentage of militant infiltration
missions in which the militants were intercepted by soldiers and the average number of soldier
casualties in outposts during militant attacks. The results suggest that it is possible to reduce the
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number of soldier casualties by relocating the outposts. Unobstructed visibility around outposts,
better protection by far positions and decreased vulnerability to fire from higher ground enable
better defense against militant attacks. Unattended ground sensors help reduce soldier casualties
with additional ambush teams per outpost and increase the chances that militant infiltration
teams are intercepted by soldier ambush teams because soldiers can begin interception earlier. A
caveat is that the third outpost does not benefit from these sensors as much as the first two
outposts because it is already very close to the border. Foreign border guards provide even earlier
detection of militants and better information of their movements. Unconstrained by cost, this
option provides the best outcomes. Adding more soldiers further reduce the soldier casualties in
outposts and increases the chances that soldiers will be able to intercept the infiltrators.

Policy recommendations
The policy option of using unattended ground sensors with 40 additional soldiers per outpost
is the most cost-effective. It is robust to both militant infiltrations and militant attacks against
outposts, and it is a comparatively low cost option. Sensors alert the soldiers when the militants
cross the border and increased number of ambush teams increase the chances that militants will
be intercepted. The cost of using the unattended ground sensors and increasing the number of
soldiers is modest compared to construction and operation of foreign border outposts or moving
the location of the current outposts to preferred locations.
It is possible to reduce the number of soldier casualties in outposts and increase the
likelihood of engaging militants during militant infiltration attempts when foreign border guards
provide intelligence on militant movements, compared to when unattended ground sensors are
used. If the cost of constructing and operating these foreign border outposts are met by the
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defending country the cost for a unit of increase in performance is more than the cost of the same
performance increase when only sensors are used. If the costs of operating the foreign border
guards are met by the neighboring country, a combination of sensors and foreign border guards
can be used. This can especially help the third outpost which cannot benefit from sensors as
much as other two outposts. Foreign border guards can provide the initial intelligence on the
position and direction of militants and sensors along the border can be used to verify this
information. Outposts inside the Turkish territory can be relocated to reduce soldier casualties
and Turkish soldiers can still benefit from the intelligence provided by foreign border guards. An
additional consideration about the use of foreign border guards is their reliability. This study
assumed that the foreign border guards are as effective as Turkish border guards. It is possible
that the Turkish government might prefer to rely on a policy option that it has more control over
(unattended ground sensors) rather than relying on the cooperation of foreign border guards.
Without integration of unattended ground sensors or foreign border guards to the border
security system, it is very difficult to interdict small groups of militants crossing the border.
Soldier casualties can be reduced in this case by relocating outposts to new locations. The
preferred locations should have better visibility all around and very little to no exposure to high
ground, a lesson learned from the first outpost’s relocation. If an outpost has exposure to higher
ground, the higher ground should be protected by observation posts, but this shifts the risk of
exposure to militant activity to the soldiers in these observation posts, as seen in the preferred
location for the second outpost. Carrying the outpost from a location that is vulnerable to high
ground (baseline location of the third outpost) to a hilltop (preferred location for the third
outpost) reduces the exposure to militant fire and soldier casualties. However, the precipice on
the hilltop is a cover for the militants who can get closer to the outpost without being seen
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although they do not have the advantage of high ground. The first outpost in its preferred
location which had unobstructed field of view in all directions had better results than the third
outpost in its preferred location on the hilltop. Hilltops are not always the best places for locating
outposts.
There are some caveats to these recommendations. Although the sensors are very small and
difficult to find in the rugged field, militants can feign infiltrations in more than one location to
trigger the sensors. In these cases, unmanned aerial vehicles can be used to gather additional
information on what triggered the sensors before committing ambush teams for interdiction.
Another caveat has to do with the decisions of the PKK with respect to foreign border guards. It
is possible for the PKK to attack the foreign outposts if they report PKK movements along the
borders to Turkish soldiers. But this brings up the possibility of mobilizing KRG resources
against the PKK. Moreover it is possible that the foreign border guards do not perform as well as
the defending country’s soldiers for lack of training or motivation, since the militants are
considered to be a bigger threat for Turkey.
On a broader policy level, the PKK might try infiltration from Iran if the Iraqi border security
increases. The Syrian border is another option for PKK militants for infiltration especially with
the Syrian civil war that started in 2011. Still, the cost of infiltration from Iran and Syria would
be higher for the PKK, since it would require the militants to travel greater distances and
maintain additional bases along these borders.
Visibility analysis and exploration of potential militant approach routes are important inputs
for outpost location selection. The simulation tool allows for a systemic exploration of these
locations under different scenarios with different resources. The next section summarizes the
potential improvements in the data and the models that can increase the validity of results.
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Future Work
Future work includes improvements on the model and evaluation of additional policy
options. An improved model can increase the validity of the study for real life conditions. As its
validity increases, the model can inform more detailed and diversified set of policy questions.
The improvements that can increase the model validity can be summarized in three parts:
using more detailed geographical data, additional equipment options for soldiers and militants
and more detailed behavior rules that can accommodate the increased level of detail in the model
inputs.
More detailed elevation data can increase the accuracy of the line of sight analyses. More
accurate line-of sight analysis can yield militant approach paths closer to what might be expected
on the actual terrain. A more detailed terrain model can increase the concealment and cover
options for agents. Another data source needed to improve the visibility analysis validity is the
vegetation data. Vegetation can provide a considerable amount of concealment and it can hinder
movement. Terrain features such as rivers and water basins are also needed to identify terrain
that is not walkable or difficult to traverse. Lastly, military or civilian buildings can be modeled
with greater accuracy. Specific outpost designs can be incorporated into the model to assess their
performance.
Additional details on the terrain can only make visibility conditions worse than they are in
the simulation. Because the existing elevation values from low resolution data is interpolated, the
real terrain is probably more rugged, making visibility more difficult. Moreover, there is no
vegetation data. Because there is more possibility for cover and concealment in the real terrain
the casualty results are likely to be higher for soldiers on average across all policy options. But
these are not likely to change the ordering of the results. The results from the preferred locations
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are likely to be more sensitive to additional terrain data, because the choice of the location
depends on soldier casualties. Future work includes testing the sensitivity of model results to
terrain detail level.
The current model does not include longer range automatic weapons, rocket propelled and
hand held grenades, mortars and land mines that militants are known to use during their attacks
on outposts. Soldiers can use indirect fire capabilities in the outpost and in the company
headquarters located farther into the border zone, helicopters and tanks. Soldier weapons could
include longer range rifles, grenades, mortars and tracer rounds, unmanned aerial vehicles.
Additional impediments to militant movements can be introduced in the form of barriers or
artificial lakes. Militants use mortar fire and other heavier weapons to distract border guards,
allowing another team to infiltrate inside the outposts. Adding indirect fire can increase the
accuracy of combat outcomes.
In accordance with more detailed model inputs, agents in the model can have more detailed
decision logic. Agents can use cover and concealment while moving and while firing at their
targets. Soldiers and militants can choose indirect fire in longer ranges and switch to rifles and
grenades in closer ranges.
When the model detail increases it can be possible to extend its application more reliably.
One possible application is to test a combined set of policy options. Preferred locations with
unattended ground sensors or foreign border guards can be evaluated to measure the benefits
from combining all three policy options. The model can be used to evaluate policy options in
other parts of the border. If the PKK switches its operations into Iran or Syria these land borders
can be studied with the model. Another important policy component is to incorporate civilian
settlements on both sides of the border. The necessity to provide security for villages can be
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another constraint for the optimization of outpost locations. Lastly, the border security problem
can be extended to include other kinds of threats along the border. The only threat in the model is
militants, but illegal immigration, drug trafficking, tobacco and oil smuggling are also serious
security problems along Turkey’s borders with Syria, Iraq and Iran. Different actors such as
traffickers and smugglers can be added to the model with their own behavior models. Soldier
behavior rules must be updated to analyze these challenges because a military response to
smugglers is not appropriate. The current simulation framework provides a suitable starting point
to accommodate the potential expansions described above.
Currently, the simulation uses a two dimensional array to store information on elevation
values, slope values and locations of agents. A new Java class could be included to read more
detailed elevation data into this array. Other arrays can hold information on vegetation, roads and
buildings. It is easy to modify the visibility algorithm to take into account new elevation values
and obstacles by making sure the elevation value includes the height of the additional terrain
features. For easier modification of agent behavior, code segments for perception, memory,
decision-making and action are kept separate from each other. In additional, detailed terrain data
is desired, new perception and memory arrays must be included to enable agents to make use of
the information. This new information can then be incorporated into more detailed decisionmaking and action rules for all agents.
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Appendix A. The Simulation Model

The simulation model consists of a terrain model, a time advance mechanism, a movement
model, a detection model, a suppression model, a shooting model and behavior models for
soldiers (border guards), militants, sensors, foreign border guards, and a detection model for
night vision devices, thermal cameras and the human eye. The algorithms used in the dissertation
include the A-Star algorithm for least cost path-finding for militants and soldiers, a line-of-sight
algorithm to check if the line-of-sight between model entities is unobstructed and a genetic
algorithm to search for better outpost locations. A Java based application was developed for the
model.

The terrain Model
The elevation information is taken from “.dt1”47 data. A “.dt1” file holds one elevation value
in meters for every 3’’ (arcseconds48) by 3’’ cell inside an area 1 degree49 and 1 arcsecond wide
and 1 degree and 1 arcsecond long (3603’’ by 3603’’) area. There are 1201 rows and 1201
columns in a .dt1 file. The simulation application built for the purpose of this dissertation is

47 A .dt1 file refers to a Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) file. Details on the .dt1 file format can be found in
NIMA, 2000.
48

Along a longitude (north-south line) the length of one arcsecond is approximately 30.2 meters. Along a latitude,
the length of one arcsecond changes according to the degree of the latitude. The application calculates the length of
one arcsecond at the latitude of the area being examined, and divides a 3’’ by 3’’ cell into smaller rows and columns
(interpolates) so that each new smaller cells’ width and length is 1.23 meters. For the area in question, a total of
95x127=12,065 3’’ by 3’’ cells are taken and each such is divided into 75 rows (along a longitude) and 60 columns
(along a latitude) to get 7,125(North-South)x7,620(East-West)= 54,292,500 cells, where each cell represents a 1.23
meter by 1.23 meter area. Each small cell has an elevation and a slope value that is used to calculate line-of-sight
and movement speed.
49

1 degree=3600’’ (arcseconds).
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capable of storing this information, visualize a part of the terrain in 3 dimensions, interpolate
elevation values to achieve 1.23 meter resolution and calculate a slope value for each
interpolated cell. An example screenshot is provided in Figure A.1.

Figure A.1 Three dimensional representation of the terrain

Note: The red line is the Turkish-Iraqi border. The mountainous part is Turkish territory.

The application has the following capabilities:





Read a USGS .dt1 elevation files to store elevation values.
Visualize the terrain in Java 3D for agent behavior verification.
Interpolate the 90-meter resolution of the .dt1 files to 1.2 meter resolution.
Calculate slope values for the interpolated elevation values to determine the agents’
movement speed.
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Simulation Time Advance Mechanism
The simulation uses a discrete event scheduling (DES) mechanism. In a DES, the
components of the model (soldiers, militants, sensors, foreign border guards) schedule events
such as moving to a new cell, detecting, shooting or ordering retreat, each of which has a time
parameter. Events are added to and removed from the event list in the model by a binary heap
algorithm which keeps the event with the smallest time parameter value at the beginning of the
list. After each agent in the model schedules an event or has already scheduled an event and is
waiting until its event’s execution, the first event in the event list is executed and then removed
from the list. Each agent may preempt their scheduled event based on the latest event executed.
For example a soldier might have scheduled an event to change the bearing of his observation
that would be executed after a number of minutes. If a militant shooting event is executed before
the soldier’s bearing change event the soldier may cancel the bearing change event and schedules
a shooting event towards the militant if the militant’s shot was within a certain range. After the
event list is updated each time an event is executed the event with the smallest time parameter is
executed next. The procedure is repeated until one of the four simulation ending conditions
occur: simulation time ends, there are no live militants, militants reach infiltration point in an
infiltration mission or militants retreat back to the neighboring country in an attack mission.
An alternative time advance mechanism is a discrete time simulation (DTS) where the
simulation time increases in constant intervals. Rowaei et. al. (2011) notes many problems with
the DTS approach such as insensitivity of detection probabilities to small changes in sensor
ranges. Moreover the small time-step selection in a DTS can reduce the simulation performance
by slowing down the simulation clock which could advance faster with a DES when the time
between two events are greater than a DTS’s time step.
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Model Entities
Model entities are soldiers or border guards, militants, sensors and foreign border guards.
Soldiers
There are three basic soldier missions: near and far position duty, ambush and reserve. All
soldiers are placed inside the area of responsibility of their platoon and inside the defending
country’s borders. All soldiers are equipped with night vision devices except two soldiers
randomly selected in two different near positions of each platoon.
Near and far position duty

Soldiers are placed in groups of two inside observation positions around the perimeter of the
platoon building (near positions) and on the hills surrounding the platoon (far positions). Soldiers
inside the positions maintain their locations even if the outpost is under attack to prevent
flanking maneuver by the militants. Upon detection of the militants by a soldier in one of the
near positions, the leader of the platoon calculates which ambush team can reach a point along
the trajectory of the militants in the shortest time possible. The selected ambush team is then
alerted to move to the calculated interdiction point. Two soldiers in two different near positions
around each platoon use thermal cameras that allow a greater range of observation though with a
more limited field of view.
Soldiers in the far positions fire back when the militants shoot at them. When a militant is
detected by a soldier in a far position the nearest ambush team is sent to the point where the
militants are observed.
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Ambush Duty

Soldiers are placed randomly within the area of responsibility of their platoon in teams of
around 20. They shoot if they detect the militants or they can be directed to interdict a group of
militants if the soldiers in near or far positions, sensors or foreign border guards can detect the
militants. Ambushes are the only means of interdicting the infiltrators in the model. Because the
ambush teams are placed inside the platoon area of responsibility randomly the militants do not
know where they are located.
Reserve Duty

A team of 20 soldiers start each simulation run inside the platoon building. They switch to
ambush duty and move behind near positions surrounding the platoon if the platoon is under
attack. They then act as an ambush team does: they can move towards the militants to engage
them. If the platoon is not attacked (if a militant infiltration mission is being run or if another
outpost is militant’s target), they are inactive and do not contribute to the security effort.
Militants
There are two main militant missions: attacking a platoon and infiltration. Militants do not
have night vision equipment. They know where the outposts, the near and far positions are
located. The cost map for the militants assigns greater cost of traveling to cells that are visible
from outposts and soldier positions as well as to cells that are within the area of responsibility of
platoons to reflect the fact that they might run into an ambush. When infiltrating and approaching
an outpost for an attack the A- star algorithm chooses the least-cost path for the militants to
follow thereby minimizing the risk of contact with soldiers until militants complete the
infiltration or they reach their position to start their attack.
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Infiltration

Militants avoid platoons and far positions to reach inside the Turkish border. They do not
know where the ambushes are. A team of five militants is assumed to be in the infiltration
mission50. If militants encounter soldiers or area fired upon by soldiers, for example an ambush
team, they move back along their infiltration path, draw another infiltration path that reflects the
high risk of the area they encountered the ambush team and follow the new path. In Figure A.2
the green line represents the Turkish-Iraqi border; yellow points represent platoons, near
positions around the platoons and soldier observation positions on hilltops.

Figure A.2. Example of an infiltration path

50

Numbers for militant teams are taken from a militant document “HPG By-law, Chapter 2-7, Organization of HPG
Units,” 2006. HPG (People’s Defense Forces) is the armed wing of the PKK. HPG forces are organized in battalions
which have two to three companies, companies have two to three platoons and platoons have two to three teams,
which have three to five militants.
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Light blue areas around these yellow spots are areas visible from the platoons or positions
indicating a very high risk for militants. Dark blue areas are not visible from the soldier
positions. But they fall inside the area of responsibility of one or more platoons and might have a
soldier ambush team. Militants consider these areas risky. An A-Star algorithm is used to
minimize the sum of the risk from the infiltration start point to the infiltration end point.
Attack Mission

The attack mission is run against each platoon the same number of times during the
evaluation of a solution. Militants approach a platoon by avoiding other platoons and far
positions to the extent possible, disregarding terrain difficulty. Militants move towards the
platoon and towards the soldiers during an attack mission to find new targets if they are not
suppressed. Figure A.3. is an example of a path the militants follow to start their attack. The
yellow line from the south of the border to the westernmost platoon in the north avoids darker
blue regions as much as possible. When the line is inside this region it avoids the light blue
region and reaches the point closest to the platoon that is not visible from the platoon. If the
militants can reach the final point without being fired upon by the soldiers they form a line
perpendicular to their line of approach to the platoon and start their attack by first targeting the
near positions. A platoon of three militant teams with a total of 15 militants is assumed to be in
the attack mission, depicted in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3 An example of an attack path

Sensors
Sensors in the model are placed inside Turkey along the border. Upon detection of a soldier
or a militant they record the detection in their log. Every 20 seconds they send their log to their
platoon alerting the platoon of detection. Platoon leaders order the nearest ambush team to go to
the sensor area if there are no soldiers in the sensors’ detection zone. If there is already an
ambush team in the vicinity of the sensors, it is concluded that sensors are detecting moving
soldiers, for example an ambush team already on its way to intercept militants. In this case, no
ambush teams are sent to the area. The sensor model in the simulation is based on the Battlefield
Anti-Intrusion System (BAIS) defined in Barngrover et. al. (2009). BAIS is developed to provide
early warning and protection to platoons and to military bases. A detailed description of the
sensors is given in the “detection model for sensors” section below.
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Foreign Border Guards
Foreign border guards are stationed in outposts inside Iraq. Foreign border guards use
thermal cameras to observe the surrounding area just like the soldiers do. But upon detection of
militants they start tracking the militant movement. If they lose visual contact with the militants
they are tracking or if they track the militants for ten minutes they calculate the compass bearing
of the militants from the first and the last points where the militants are seen. This information is
reported to the nearest platoon. Similar to the case when the soldiers in near positions detect a
militant, the leader of the platoon calculates which ambush team can reach a point along the
trajectory of the militants in the shortest time possible. The selected ambush team is then alerted
to move to the calculated interdiction point. Foreign border guards are always stationary. They
do not follow or engage the militants. Their position is known to militants who avoid them while
crossing into the defending country’s territory.

The Movement Model
To represent the movement of soldiers and militants a simple model that relates the terrain
slope to movement speed is used. Tobler’s hiking function (Tobler, 1993) expresses the walking
speed in km/hr (W) as a function of slope degrees with an adjustment for walking on hilly
terrain:
0.6

6

.

.

Where:
0.6

Adjustment for off‐path travel and

slopeinradians

The movement speed decreases rapidly with increasing slope (Figure A.4). The function is
used to calculate the time it takes for model agents to move to their next target cell.
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Figure A.4. Movement speed according to Tobler’s Hiking Function.
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The time in seconds to travel to a cell with a given slope is given in Figure A.5. Diagonal
movements take 1.4 times as much time as moving north, south, east or west.

Figure A.5. The time it takes to travel to a cell vs. slope degrees.
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A movement difficulty map is produced by marking the terrain according to different
movement speed values (Figure A.6). In Figure A.6. white regions have zero or very low slope
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and agents move faster walking on those areas whereas red and black areas have steep slopes and
agents more very slowly on them.

Figure A.6. Terrain movement difficulty

Note: Movement is more difficult (slower) on the darker terrain

The Detection Model
There are two different detection models. The first one is used by unattended ground sensors
and the second one is used by soldiers, militants and foreign border guards. The second model is
used to calculate detection time and detection probabilities for thermal cameras, night vision
devices and human vision.
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Detection Model For Unattended Ground Sensors
For unattended ground sensors, the probability of detecting a target at range (d) is a linear
function of the maximum detection range (

51

of the sensors and given by (Richman et.

at., 2001) as:
1

/

The sensor in the simulation is modeled after the Battlefield Anti-Intrusion System used for
platoon protection. The deployment plan for the sensor is given in Figure A.7. The BAIS sensor
detection range for personnel is 75 meters. Distance between individual sensors in the model is
150 meters or twice the maximum range at which a human target can be detected for a
seismic/acoustic sensor. Each sensor group has three sensors and covers an area 450 meter wide.

Figure A.7. Deployment plan for BAIS

Source: Battlefield Anti-Intrusion System Brochure

51

The maximum detection range for a man sized target is 75 meters for BAIS.
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Detection model for soldiers, militants and foreign border guards
For detection to occur there must be an unobstructed line-of-sight between the observer and
the target and the observer’s field of view must include the target. The magnitude of the angle of
view of the observer is an important factor in calculating whether a detection occurs. Electronic
devices that enable night vision usually have a limited field of view. The human eye has an angle
of view of about 200 degrees (Arthur, 2000). The night vision devices soldiers use are assumed
to have a field of view of 40 degrees (Night Warrior Handbook, PVS-14 Monocular Night
Vision Device, 2005) and the thermal cameras are assumed to have field of view of 5.4
degrees52.
The simulation uses U.S Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate’s Acquire
model (Maurer et. al., 2013) to decide if an agent (soldier, militant or a foreign border guard)
detects another agent. The Acquire model gives a probability of detection and a time for
detection in six steps:


Calculate the contrast of the target with its background.



Calculate the attenuation of the contrast at the target location to find the contrast
at the observer location. Atmospheric conditions can reduce the contrast
perceptible at the observer’s location.



Find the number of cycles53 (or line pairs, lp) the sensor can resolve on the target
at the given contrast. More powerful sensors are able to distinguish more line
pairs (lp) given the same amount of contrast and distance allowing more detailed
imaging.

52

ASELSAN Hawkeye Electro-optical sensor system. http://www.aselsan.com.tr/tr-tr/cozumlerimiz/elektro-optiksistemler/sahingozu-elektro-optik-sensor-sistemi, accessed on 08.07.2014.
53

A cycle is a measure of resolution. One cycle is a pair of white and black lines.
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Choose the number of resolvable cycles necessary to recognize the target with
50% probability.



Apply the Acquire formula to calculate the probability of detection given an
infinite amount of time: p(∞).



Get a random number between 0 and 1.



If the random number is smaller than p(∞), detection occurs and the model goes
on to calculate the time when the detection occurs. If the random number is
greater than p(∞) the detection does not occur. The target or the observer has to
change locations in order for a detection to occur.

Calculate the target to background contrast
The contrast of a target with its background is what makes it detectable. Without a contrast
the sensors cannot distinguish a target from its background, leaving the target is not detectable.
Higher contrast makes it easier to detect the target and allows detection from greater distances.
For thermal cameras the contrast is the temperature difference (in Kelvin or Celcius degrees)
between the target and its background. For night vision devices and the human eye contrast is the
visual contrast at the near infrared and visible light spectrum respectively. The model assumes a
background temperature of 17.9

(64 )54 and a human temperature of 37

contrast, then, for a human target is 37

17.9

54

(98.6 ). The

19.1 .

This temperature is the mean of the lowest temperature observed each day during August in the region as
measured by the Turkish State Meteorological Service. The other temperature reading is the mean of the highest
temperature. The model assumes night conditions, therefore the mean of the lowest temperature is used. Turkish
State Meteorological Service, Mean Lowest Temperature for Hakkari province,
http://www.mgm.gov.tr/veridegerlendirme/il-ve-ilceler-istatistik.aspx?m=HAKKARI, accessed on 10.17.2013.
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Agents in the model are assumed to have a low contrast for the purposes of determining
visual contrast at the near infrared for night vision devices and at the visible spectrum for the
human eye. The amount of light has a great influence on the contrast detectable for the human
eye. The model assumes starlight conditions as opposed to full moon lit night conditions since
militants prefer poor visibility conditions for attacking outposts. The contrast is expressed as a
number between -1 and 1 in Hodgkin et. al. (2012) and a low contrast is defined in the 0.0 to 0.1
range. The model assumes a contrast of 0.05 for both the militants and the soldiers.
Calculate the apparent target contrast
Target contrast is attenuated by atmospheric conditions until it reaches the observer.
Apparent target contrast is the value of the target contrast after the atmospheric attenuation of the
contrast is taken into account. While there are different methods to calculate the attenuation of
the target contrast for night vision goggles and thermal cameras a simplified version of the
Beer’s Law is used in this model:

Where
the target,

is the contrast at the observer’s location,
is the attenuation factor55 and

is the target contrast at the location of

is the distance between the observer and the target

in kms.
Calculate the resolvable cycle frequency
The resolvable cycle frequency is used to find how many cycles the observation device
actually resolves on the target. Apparent target contrast is used to find the frequency that the

55

The attenuation factor is assumed to be 0.85 to represent poor atmospheric conditions. A value of zero means
there is no attenuation.
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sensor can resolve by consulting either the Minimum Resolvable Contrast Curve (MRCC) for the
sensor or the Minimum Resolvable Temperature Curve (MRTC) for thermal cameras. An MRCC
is calculated by presenting black bars against a white background at different sizes (frequencies).
The contrast is slowly reduced until the lines at a given frequency become barely visible. The
measurement is repeated for the same frequency lines with reverse contrast and the average
contrast at which the lines become barely visible is recorded on the MRCC. For thermal cameras,
high temperature bars and low temperature background test is followed by low temperature bars
and high temperature background. Repeated for different frequencies the result is a curve that
gives the frequency which can be resolved given a contrast value. MRCCs for night vision
devices at different illumination levels are given in Figure A.8. The table suggests that at a given
level of contrast, greater frequencies can be resolved on a target (more details can be seen) as the
illumination level increase. For example, at the illumination level of 0.001 lx (the assumed level
of illumination in this study, the curve that passes through red squares), 20 line pairs per
millimeters can be resolved is the target presents a contrast of 0.05 as can be seen by following
the blue dashed line (note that the vertical axis is on a logarithmic scale).
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Figure A.8. The MRC curve for a night vision device at different illumination levels.

56

Source: Sui et. al., 2005. Note: The vertical axis is the Minimum Resolvable Cycles – Horizontal. The

Calculate number of cycles resolved on target, N
Following the calculation of the frequency that can be resolved by the sensor at a given
apparent contrast, the number of cycles resolved on the target is calculated by the formula
presented by John Johnson from the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development
Laboratories (ERDL) in 1974 (Donohue, 1991):

Where
: Cycles resolved on the target by the sensor.

56

Spatial frequency values in the MRCC in Figure A.8 are given in line pairs (lp) per millimeters (mm). The
following formula is used to convert these values to cycles per milliradians:
/

Where f is the focal length of the night vision device. As a reference the focal length in the model is 26mm, the
focal length of the PVS-14 Night Vision Goggle. The curve for lx (lux) value of 0.001 is selected to calculate the
frequency resolved by the night vision device at a given contrast. A Lx value of 0.001 is representative of a
moonless clear night with starlight (Waxman et. al.).
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: The critical dimension of the target: 0.4 meters for a human sized target (Monaco et. al.,
2006).
: Range of the target from the observer in kilometers.
: The frequency (in cycles per milliradian) that can be resolved by the sensor at the apparent
contrast of the target, found by consulting the relevant MRC curve57.
: A constant that equals to 3.7658
Choose an appropriate N50 value for the task
There are three main tasks associated with surveillance: detection, recognition and
identification. Detection means that the observer is aware of the presence of an object in his field
of view. Recognition is distinguishing what the detected object is: a human, a vehicle etc.
Identification is being able to gather more detailed information about the object, for example
discriminating if the person or the vehicle detected is a friend or foe. Figure A.9 demonstrates the
concepts of detection, recognition and identification from a thermal camera view Forward
Looking Infrared (FLIR)59.

57

The MRC curve for the thermal camera detection model is taken from Gerlach, 2006. The MRC curve for the
human eye is taken from the Encyclopedia of Optical Engineering, volume 3, p. 2914.

58

U.S. Army NVESD, 2001.

59

FLIR Technical Note.
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Figure A.9. Detection, Recognition and Identification through a thermal camera

Source: FLIR Technical Note

The amount of cycles that has to be resolved on a target to detect, recognize and identify the
target with a 50% probability is denoted 50 and can be found in a table prepared by John
Johnson (Donohue, 1991). Johnson used trained observers and nine target types to calculate the
number of cycles also known as the “Johnson’s criteria” necessary for performing the tasks.
Figure A.10 summarizes Johnson’s criteria:
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Table A.1 Number of resolvable cycles necessary to detection, recognition and identify a target
with 50% probability

Target

Resolution ‐ Line Pairs per Minimum Dimension

Broadside View

Detection

Orientation

Recognition

Identification

Truck

0.9

1.25

4.5

8.0

M‐48 Tank

0.75

1.2

3.5

7.0

Stalin Tank

0.75

1.2

3.3

6.0

Centurion Tank

0.75

1.2

3.5

6.0

Half‐track

1.0

1.5

4.0

5.0

Jeep

1.2

1.5

4.5

5.5

Command Car

1.2

1.5

4.3

5.5

Soldier (Standing)

1.5

1.8

3.8

8.0

105 Howitzer

1.0

1.5

4.8

6.0

1.0±0.25

1.4±0.35

4.0±0.8

6.4±1.5

Average

Source: Donohue, 1991, Table 1. Optical Image Transformations

The model uses the value 3.8 for N50, the resolution necessary to recognize a human target
and assumes that during night conditions a human crossing the border is a militant.
Calculate the probability of detection given infinite amount of time
The number of resolvable cycles necessary to recognize a target (N50) and the number of
cycles resolved by the sensor on the target (N) give the probability of detecting the target given
an infinite amount of time

∞ with the following formula (Maurer, 2013):

∞
1
Recall that

60

is a constant that equals to 3.7660

U.S. Army NVESD, 2001.
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Detectability, Detection Time, and Detection Range
A uniform random number between 0 and 1, (denoted

0,1 ) is generated after p ∞ is

calculated. If the random number is smaller than p ∞ , detection occurs. The time of detection is
calculated by the following formula (Fairbrother, 1986):
1

0,1 / ∞

The mean detection time of a target by an observer is approximated by (Maurer, 2013):
.
⁄

Note that the mean detection time is a function of the distance to the target because
where R is the distance in kms. At the time of detection the target is added to the list of detected
targets of the observer.

Suppression
A shot does not have to cause a casualty to reduce the combat effectiveness of the target. In
fact the curtailment of the ability to observe the enemy, to move to a different location or to
return fire is often the effect of fire suppression. Suppression is the temporary loss of combat
effectiveness due to near misses. Without a suppression model, the agents in the model move
towards each other even under very rapid fire and reduce the validity of the results. The literature
quantifying the effects of suppression on infantry gives a diversity of results. Storr (2009) argues
that a small fire arms miss within a distance of a meter is effective in suppressing the target,
provided that 3 to 5 such misses occur within 3 to 5 seconds. Following the initial suppression a
round fired every 3 seconds at a similar close distance keeps the target suppressed. Kushnick and
Duffy (1972) report that perceived sensitivity to danger decreases linearly over increasing lateral
miss distances and give 15 meters as the maximum distance of suppression. In the model, if a
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shot lands within 5 meters of an agent that agent is assumed to be suppressed for 3 to 6 seconds.
When suppressed an agent in the model loses line of sight to all of their detected targets and they
are unable to move or shoot.

The shooting model
The shooting model calculates where a shot lands. Aim errors are assumed to be normally
distributed in two dimensions around the aim point (Tolk (b), 2012). For each shot the miss
distance in two dimensions is calculated by:
shootAngle

randomGaussianValue

∗ aimErrorAngle

missDistanceZ

tan shootAngle ∗ distanceToTarget

missDistanceX

tan shootAngle ∗ distanceToTarget

The random Gaussian value is a random number drawn from a normal distribution with a
mean of 0 and a standard deviation parameter. The shoot angle is the angle between the line from
the shooter to the target and the line from the shooter to shooter’s actual aim point. The aim point
is at least partially defined by the type of shot taken (explained below). A smaller shoot angle has
more chance of hitting the intended target. If both miss distances are smaller than half of a cell
size (1.23m/2=0.615 meters), the shot lands on the same cell as the target. The target is then
assumed to be a casualty and stops detecting, moving, shooting and giving orders.
There are two main types of shooting with small fire arms; aimed and pointed fire. In the
aimed fire, the shooter has the target in line-of-sight and he is taking careful aim at the target. In
the pointed fire, the target location is only guessed or the main goal is to return fire rather than
taking the time necessary to aim the shot.
The following quote from Feldman et. al., 1960 summarizes the two methods of firing:
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"'Aimed fire' implies the use of the rifle sight and, in fact, is the type of fire done
on the target range. The major characteristic of this fire is that it is relatively
accurate. So accurate, in fact, that improvements in hit probability become very
difficult to achieve. Fire at point or visible personnel targets in actual combat,
however, is in most cases quite different. Personnel targets, as contrasted with
those encountered on the firing range, are often only briefly exposed and fleeting.
Even more radically different is the combat stress and, hence, time pressure on
the firer. The act of firing, unless he is in an elaborate field fortification,
increases his personal vulnerability. In addition, he does not know if the target
will be visible for a half second or five seconds. In essence, he is faced with a
complicated decision which involves minimizing his own vulnerability and
maximizing his probability of hitting the target--his solution is quite simple. In
the majority of cases where the infantryman has a visible personnel target, he
simply points the rifle and fires--not taking time to use the sights.”

Literature on quantifying the aim error angle under combat conditions is very limited mainly
due to difficulties of simulating real combat conditions to measure aim errors. Data on aim errors
usually come from firing range experiments. The largest aim error in the literature had a standard
deviation of 11.8 milliradians61 (Weaver, 1990; Ellis, 1982) but even that very small error was
recorded in field experiments not during actual combat.
The pointed fire model is based on a reasonable location prediction range for gunshots that
are heard but whose source is unknown. A field test for auditory localization of gunshots found
that experiment subjects were able to locate the correct direction of a gunshot within 22.5
degrees to their left and right 80.9 percent of the time (Casali et. al., 2010). We assume that with
multiple shots, soldiers and militants are able to locate the direction of the gunshots within a total
range of 45 degrees, or 22.5 degrees on either side of the shooter. If we assume that the shooting
error is normally distributed horizontally and that %95 of the source of the shots is within 45
degrees, the standard deviation for the pointed fire aim error is 200 milliradians62.

61
62

Milliradians is 1 thousandth of a radian. One radian is 57.295779 degrees.
22.5 Degrees⁄57.295779 Degrees

1000/1.96 is 200 milliradians.
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Aimed fire aim error is assumed to be equal to the surface danger zone specification in
the U.S. Army Field Manual 3.21-8 paragraph 2-51, which states that the area within 5 degrees
on either side of the shooter is a danger zone. Applying the same formula with the assumption
that the shooting error is normally distributed and that %95 of the shots land within 1.96 standard
deviations of the center, the standard deviation for the aimed fire aim error is 45 milliradians63.

63

5 Degrees⁄57.295779 Degrees

1000/1.96 is 45 milliradians.
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Appendix B. The Optimization Algorithm

In order to guide the search for better locations for border outposts a genetic algorithm is
used. A genetic algorithm produces many possible solutions called members of a generation.
Each member is evaluated against a specific set of criteria and as a measure of its utility. The
genetic algorithm then generates new potential solutions for the next generation by selecting and
crossing over the solutions with the high fitness values. The algorithm continues until there is no
further improvement in the results. The steps of the genetic algorithm as applied in this
simulation model are summarized next.
The first step is to generate 20 solutions64 at random so that each outpost location is inside
the defending country, within 3 kms of the border. The first outpost location is chosen inside the
first region separated by the first orange line in Figure B.1, the second location is chosen inside
the area between the two orange lines and the third outpost location is chosen right of the second
orange line. The outposts’ areas of responsibility (defined by dark blue circles in Figure B.1)
have to overlap each other in order to provide full coverage along the length of the border. An
example solution is given in Figure B.1., where the dark blue regions represent areas of
responsibility of outposts that are marked as big yellow spots. The green line is the Turkish-Iraqi
border and the smaller yellow spots are far positions. There are a maximum of eight far positions
around each outpost. The area around each outpost with a radius of 2 kms is divided into eight
equal areas and one far position is placed on top of the highest hill in each region. If there are no

64

A solution is three pairs of integer values that can be mapped to a latitude and a longitude value to represent the
location of 3 outposts.
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hills, no far positions are placed. Light blue areas in Figure B.1 are locations visible from the
outpost and the far positions.

Figure B.1. An Example Solution from Optimization

Each solution is evaluated by collecting information on the number of soldier casualties in
the platoons. The simulation model performs the assessment. In each simulation run, ambush
teams are placed randomly inside the area of responsibility (dark circular regions around each
outpost in Figure B.1). Militants are generated at least 3km away from the border inside the Iraqi
territory randomly and they have a different path in each simulation run. The average of soldier
outpost casualties from all replications is the fitness value of a solution.
The algorithm then creates the next generation of 20 solutions by selecting the best solutions
from the previous generation. The selection is based on a binary tournament method. In the
binary tournament method two solutions from the current population are selected randomly and
the one with the better fitness value is included in the parent mix that will produce the next
generation.
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The process of creating two new solutions from a pair of “parent” solutions is called the
crossover. The crossover method used in the model is described in Herrera et. al. (1996). The
first child is created by a dynamic dominated crossover, which explores the regions outside the
limits of the parent solutions. Two parent solution chromosomes at generation t,

and

are

represented by six integers:
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Where the first two values of

and

are longitude and latitude indices of the first

outpost, the second two values are longitude and latitude indices of the second outpost and the
third two values are longitude and latitude indices of the third outpost at generation t. The
crossover algorithm creates two child solutions from each pair of

and

where ∈

1,2,3,4,5,6 .
Herrera et. al. (1996) proposes to create the first child by a function that allows the
exploration of indices beyond the two parent solutions and the second child by a function that
allows exploitation of the space between the two parent solutions. As the generations increase,
more emphasis is given on exploitation of the search space covered by parent solutions.
The first child is obtained by an F or an S function, defined as:
,

,
If

max , ,
1

1
max 1

1
, 1

,

, the F function is used and the S function is used otherwise. The lower limit of the

child’s value is a and the upper limit of the child’s value is b, which correspond to the minimum
and maximum values of the limits depicted by orange lines in Figure B.1, respectively.
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Define x, y and q as:

1
√
The value of q decreases as the number of generations increase, and the child results start to get
closer to the parent results (Figure B.2).
The second child is found by a function that allows the exploitation of the solution space that
is between the parent solutions (dynamic biased crossover).
,

1
,
,

,

2
,

1

The second child is obtained by:
,
The second term of the

1
,

function should be the chromosome of the best solution.

a term that allows giving greater weight to the solution with the better, in this case the lower
fitness function value and it is defined as:
1
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is

Where

is the value of the fitness function value for the first parent and the

is the

value of the fitness function value for the second parent.
Figure B.2 summarizes the directions for the values generated by successive generations for
F, S,

and

functions. Let

take respectively. Let

and

and

be the minimum and maximum values the solutions can

be the indices from two different parent solutions that will be

used to produce two child solutions for the next generation.

is the average of

and

and

is a limit value that depends on the relative fitness values of the two parent solutions. As t
increases (as the optimization advances to further generations), the value of F gets closer to the
smaller of the two parent indices for smaller values, the value of S gets closer to the bigger of the
two parent indices (for bigger values),

and

functions’ value gets closer to

, where

is closer to the index value that belongs to the better parent solution.

Figure B.2 Directions of Dynamic Dominated and Dynamic Biased Crossovers

Source: Herrera et. al (1996)

After the new generation is generated, the simulation places the outposts according to each
solution and evaluation begins again.
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Appendix C. Validation and Verification

In order to make sure that the simulation model correctly serves its purpose, it must go
through a verification and validation process. Verification is the process of determining that a
model is implemented correctly. Validation is the process of determining if the model is
sufficiently accurate to capture real world components for the given question, from the
perspective of the intended use of the simulation model (Department of the Army, 1999). For
verification purposes a three dimensional representation of the model was viewed during the
model building process to make sure that behavior transitions in the model (movement to
shooting, shooting to retreating etc.) are being executed as intended. To verify the line-of-sight
and the viewshed algorithms a separate 3D application was developed that marks the areas
visible from a standpoint in red (Figure C.1). An observer, at the center of the black circle, is
able to observe the area in red.

Figure C.1. Viewshed Test – Looking down on Observer Position
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Figure C.2 shows the point of view from the observer position. The entire area is red.

Figure C.2. Viewshed Test – From Observer Position

Figure C.3. shows the areas visible from one meter above the observer position. The area
inside the blue circle contains a region that is not red, indicating that it is not from the observer’s
location.

Figure C.3. Viewshed Test – View From One Meter Above the Observer Position
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Militant’s path calculations were verified with graphics that represent the selected routes over
the simulated terrain. Figures C.4 to C.8 show militants’ risk maps. Lighter blue areas are
deemed dangerous because of soldiers’ presence during an infiltration mission. The behavior can
also be visually observed by watching the simulation as militants are fired upon by ambushes
and retreat. Remaining militants follow a longer path by altering the original infiltration path.
Figure C.4 shows the initial least-cost path from Iraq into Turkey. The path avoids known
soldier locations, marked with light blue color.

Figure C.4 Militant least-cost path verification by cost-maps

Note: The horizontal green line is the international border

Militants encounter an ambush team and start retreating immediately (Figure A.14).
Since the exact locations of the soldiers firing at the militants are unknown to the militants the
entire area within the circle is now assumed to be high-risk for the militants.
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Figure C.5 Militant least-cost path verification by cost-maps

Note: The horizontal green line is the international border

Militants calculate the new least-cost path after retreating, completely avoiding what they
believe to be the danger-zone (Figure C.6). The risk zone is depicted with a blue circle.

Figure C.6 Militant least-cost path verification by cost-maps

Note: The horizontal green line is the international border
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Militants encounter another ambush and start retreating immediately (Figure C.7). The risk
map is updated again, the new risk area is depicted with blue color.

Figure C.7 Militant least-cost path verification by cost-maps

Note: The horizontal green line is the international border

Figure C.8 shows the final least-cost path for the militants who complete their infiltration
after avoiding two ambush teams.
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Figure C.8 Militant least-cost path verification by cost-maps

Note: The horizontal green line is the international border

To ensure the validity of the model, data on the use of the security measures along the Iraqi
border and on militant attack patterns were gathered from different sources. Çelik (2002) created
a simulation model of the Turkish border security system having access to the Border Services
Instructions of the Turkish Army. Another source for the components of the border security
system is an interview completed on April 26th 2012 with a retired Turkish Colonel who served
on the Turkish-Iraqi border. Other sources for building the decision model for soldiers and
militants were U.S. Army Field Manuals (Border Security Anti-Infiltration Operations, Field
Manual 31-55; Infantry Small Unit Mountain Operations, Army Tactics Techniques Procedures
No. 3-21.50; The Infantry Rifle Platoon and Squad, FM 3.21-8), three field manuals prepared by
the PKK (ARGK65 By-Law (1995), Battle and Army Manual (March 1996) and HPG By-law
(2005)), memoirs of Turkish soldiers who participated in the fight against the PKK in 1990s
65

ARGK (People’s Liberation Army of Kurdistan) is the former name of the HPG (People’s Defense Force), PKK’s
armed wing.
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(Pamukoğlu (2006), Sarızeybek (2010); detailed interviews of experienced Turkish Generals by
Kışlalı (1996) and Turkish daily newspaper articles on PKK’s more recent attacks (Hürriyet).
The sources consulted for the simulation model aim to make the simulation runs and results
better represent real life processes, enough to answer the research questions. Another validation
method is to compare the model results with historical data. In 52 military outpost attacks by the
PKK between 1985 and 2012 inside Şırnak and Hakkari, the two provinces bordering Iraq the
average soldier casualty was 8.5 and the standard deviation was 6.666. A baseline run of the
model with 50 soldiers per outpost, 40 militants attacking in 4 different groups and with baseline
locations of the three outpost yielded a result of 11.6 mean soldier casualties with a standard
deviation of 5.2.

66

Calculated from the data reported in Yayman (2012) which gives a list of PKK outpost attacks and a research by
Doğan News Agency on the outpost attacks that resulted in a high number of soldier casualties, Hürriyet (a), 2011.
In 98 PKK attacks between the same years including attacks in other provinces 685 soldiers were killed with a mean
value 6.97 and a standard deviation 5.7066.
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Appendix D. Outcomes Collected From Simulation Replications

Table D.1. Outcomes Collected From Simulation Replications

Names of variables
The Area Around the Target Outposts Visible From at least One Militant Attack Disrupted (Binary)
Near Position
Militant Attack Disrupted by Ambush (Binary)

Militant Attack Disrupted by Far (Binary)

Militant Attack Disrupted by Near (Binary)

Distance of the First Soldier Shot on a Militant

Distance of the First Militant Shot on an Outpost

Nearest Militant Shot on Outpost Distance

First Time the Militant Team Crosses the Border

First Time a Militant is Detected by a Soldier

First Detecting Agent Type (Soldier, Sensor or Foreign Border
Guard)

The Outpost of the First Soldier Who Detected a Militant

The Mission of the First Soldier Who Detected a Militant

The Equipment of the First Soldier Who Detected a Militant

The Country in Which the First Militant was Detected

The Distance to the Target Outpost at Which a Militant was
First Detected

Infiltration Successful

Distance of the Attack Point to the Outpost

Number of Militant Casualties Inflicted by All Soldiers

Mean Distance at Which Soldiers Inflicted Casualties on
Militants

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Soldiers Inflicted
Casualties on Militants

Number of Militant Casualties Inflicted by Soldiers in Near
Positions

Mean Distance at Which Soldiers in a Near Position Inflicted
Casualties on Militants

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Soldiers in a Near
Position Inflicted Casualties on Militants

Number of Militant Casualties Inflicted by Soldiers in Far
Positions

Mean Distance at Which Soldiers in a Far Position Inflicted
Casualties on Militants

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Soldiers in a Far
Position Inflicted Casualties on Militants

Number of Militant Casualties Inflicted by Soldiers in Ambush
Teams

Mean Distance at Which Soldiers in Ambush Teams Inflicted
Casualties on Militants

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Soldiers in
Ambush Teams Inflicted Casualties on Militants

Number of Militant Casualties Inflicted by Soldiers in Reserve
Mission

Mean Distance at Which Soldiers in Reserve Mission Inflicted
Casualties on Militants
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Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Soldiers in
Reserve Mission Inflicted Casualties on Militants

Number of Soldier Casualties

Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted
Casualties on Soldiers

Number of Soldier Casualties in Outposts

Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers in Outposts

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Number of Soldier Casualties in Far Positions
Casualties on Soldiers in Outposts
Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers in Far Positions

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted
Casualties on Soldiers in Far Positions

Number of Soldier Casualties in Near Positions

Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers in Near Positions

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Number of Soldier Casualties in Ambush Teams
Casualties on Soldiers in Near Positions
Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers in Ambush Teams

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted
Casualties on Soldiers in Ambush Teams

Number of Soldier Casualties in Reserve Mission

Mean Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Casualties on
Soldiers in Reserve Mission

Standard Deviation of the Distance at Which Militants Inflicted Number of Militants Detected by Soldiers
Casualties on Soldiers in Reserve Mission
Mean Distance Between the Soldiers and Militants They Detect Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Soldiers and
Militants They Detect
Number of Militants Detected by Soldiers in Far Positions

Mean Distance Between the Soldiers in Far Positions and
Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Soldiers in
Far Positions and Militants They Detect

Number of Militants Detected by Soldiers in Near Positions

Mean Distance Between the Soldiers in Near Positions and
Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Soldiers in
Near Positions and Militants They Detect

Number of Militants Detected by Soldiers in Ambush Teams

Mean Distance Between the Soldiers Ambush Teams and
Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Soldiers in
Ambush Teams and Militants They Detect

Number of Militants Detected by Soldiers in Reserve Mission
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Mean Distance Between the Soldiers in Reserve Mission and
Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Soldiers in
Reserve Mission and Militants They Detect

Number of Militants Detected by Sensors

Mean Distance Between the Sensors and Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Sensors and
Militants They Detect

Number of Militants Detected by Foreign Border Guards

Mean Distance Between the Foreign Border Guards and
Militants They Detect

Standard Deviation of the Distance Between the Foreign
Border Guards and Militants They Detect

The Elevation Difference Between the Outpost and the Point
From Which the Militants First Shoot at the Outpost

The Elevation Difference Between the Outpost and the Point
From Which the Militants Planned to Start Their Attack

The Closest Distance Between a Soldier and a Militant

Number of Soldiers per Outpost

Number of Sensor Networks

Number of Foreign Border Guard Outposts

Z Coordinate of the Attack Point

X Coordinate of the Attack Point
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